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The Joint Special Committee on Health Benefits and Health Services,

established pursuant to an order adopted in the House on March 9, 1971,

and in the Senate on April 7, 1971 (see House Document No. 5049 of 1971,

as amended), submits herewith a report on "certificate of need" legisla-

tion as it applies to certain health facilities in the Commonwealth.
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The Commonwealth adopted a formalized "certificate of need" process

effective November 15, 1971. This process requires written determination

by the Department of Public Health that certain capital expenditures or

changes in service by health facilities (generally, hospitals, clinics

and long-term care facilities) are needed before such an expenditure or

change in service can be made.

The statute which established this process was Chapter 1080 of tin

Acts of 1971 (see Appendix A). Several pieces of proposed legislation

fjjj/t'' ali ng with "certificate of need" were filed during the 1971 session (see

Senate documents Nos. 1016 and 1453 of 1°71; House document 6125 of 1971).

These proposals were referred to this Committee by the Legislature. For sev-

eral reasons, this Committee declined to issue a favorable report on any of

the referred bills, and instead recommended to the General Court an "interim

measure expiring on May 31, 1972, which would allow the Committee to consid-

er carefully all the ramifications of a permanent statute, while hopefully
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preventing the worsening of those situations against which the "certif-

ication of need" concept is directed. The reasons for this approach are

set forth in the text of this Committee’s report to the 1971 Session

(House document No. 6459 of 1971), which is included as Appendix B of this

report. This approach also gave the Committee an opportunity to observe

the manner in which the Executive Department administered the "interim"
Pmeasure and, on the basis of these observations, to decide what checks and """'

balances had to be included in "permanent" legislation. The opportunity to

observe "health planning" capabilities in the Executive Department and pri-

vate agencies, similarly, was most valuable.

The Committee is of the opinion that continuation of the "certificate

of need" process, on a permanent basis and with certain key modifications,

is most definitely warranted. The draft legislation which would accomplish

this is attached and marked Appendix C. A note of caution, however, should

be expressed. The Committee’s recommendation does not represent the "ultimate* 1
measure which the members of the Committee wish they could responsibly put

forward at this time. Sufficiently serious questions have arisen during the

course of the Committee's three public hearings and countless other meetings,

as well as through close observation of how Chapter 1080 was administered,

to convince us that the conditions necessary to permit us responsibly to

recommend such a measure do not now exist. These considerations will be

elaborated upon in the remainder of the report, but it is sufficient here

to say that health planning and the ability of government to make resource-

allocation decisions are still-evolving quantities. We may be further along

in these areas than last year, but we still have a considerable distance to

go.

Throughout this report, therefore, there will be an explanation of

what the Committee ultimately wishes to see on the statute-books concernin^Q£^
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"certification of need" (much of it, hopefully, to be submitted to the

1973 Session), what it is recommending at this stage, and why, in certain

cases, the recommendation and the "ultimate" do not coincide.

The Committee is disappointed that Chapter 1080 does not appear to

have brought its full potential benefits to the hard-pressed citizens of

Massachusetts due to the manner in which it was administered by the Execu-

Department, and the fact that the comprehensive health planning capa-

bilities of various involved agencies are somewhat uneven. The adoption

of Chapter 1080 has been enormously helpful, however, in adding a practical

focus to health planning activities, pointing out the wide gaps in the frame

work for decision-making, and demonstrating our acute need for a broadly-

based, usable information system. The value of the mere existence of Chapter

1080 causing health facilities to re-examine their plans for expansion prior

to submitting applications for determinations of need also cannot be under-

estimated.

We, therefore, recommend roost strongly that the certification process

be placed in the General Laws without a termination date. Further expansion

of the concept hopefully will be proposed by this Committee during the next

session of the Legislature, contingent upon its success in the meantime in

encouraging and otherwise working with the Executive Department and health

planning agencies in improving their operations wherever necessary.

General Discussion

The certification of need process, while of critical importance in

and of itself, must be viewed as but one part of a much larger public con-

cern - - how should society distribute its resources so as to treat every

citizen fairly and with dignity. The manner in which health needs arc met

is a very important part of this larger concern.

We must start with what is now a generally-accepted realization that
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we do not have an unlimited supply of health care resources - - doctors,

nurses, hospitals, clinics, for example - - to meet what is, at least

theoretically, an unlimited need for health care services. Similarly, the

fact that existing health care resources are distributed unevenly also is

evident.

A few decades ago, our health care expectations were not at all near

their present level. Our health care system - - consumers, providers, and

non-consumer payers for services - - was orders of magnitude smaller than

it is today. There was a certain freedom from governmental regulatory

constraints on the part of providers as to where-they might locate, how

they might practice, and so on.

As the population has expanded, health care expectations have risen,

medical technology has advanced and the various parts of society have be-

come considerably more interdependent, the individual freedom on the part

of the provider to decide what is in the best interests of all concerned

has been slowly evolving towards a collective decision-making process.

By this is meant a process whereby an agency other than the provider him-

self, which has a responsibility for concerning itself with a "larger pic-

ture" than might the provider alone, can make the "resource allocation"

decision. These resource allocation decisions can take the form of licensing

judgements, recommendations on whether or not new health providers should

be allowed to incorporate, stimulating expansion of the supply of certain

health care resources by direct financial assistance for government, and

so on, "Certificate of need" is but one, albeit a critically important one,

of these resource allocation devices.

This progression from "individual provider" to "collective" decision

making is not at all a new development. There arc many precedents. Within

the health care industry itself, prior to 1910 the process of medical educ^^g^
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tion was largely unregulated. In that year, Abraham Flexucr published

a report funded by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

which indicated his belief that the quality of professional training was

so poor that of the 131 medical schools in the United States in 1910, fewer

than 40 supplied "the distinctly better quality of medical training”. This

was a direct antecedent of the present highly regulated method by

which persons may educate themselves and enter the medical profession - -

and it signalled the end of a period when virtually anyone could enter the

practice of medicine, a loss of individual choice made in the interests of

the larger public concern.

This movement toward collective decision making also is consistent with

what should now be clear. We arc dealing with a health system - - not with-

standing such statements as "health care in America is provided by a non-

system, a cottage industry”. Such statements, while we can understand why

they are made, are not accurate. The health industry in the United States

- - a seventy billion dollar a year business - - has identifiable components

(doctors, nurses, hospitals, labs, nursing homes, etc.) the actions of which

have an effect on other components. These components and their interrela-

tionships determine a product (helping make sick people well, maintaining

sick people so their condition doesn't worsen, training doctors, etc.). By

identifying its components, their coherent interrelationship and product,

we have in fact defined the health industry as a "system.'* Levelling the

charge of "non-system" at the health industry is, more accurately, a regis-

tering of discontent with the product of that system.

In order to relate "certificate of- need" to the fact we are dealing

with a system, let us take the three characteristics which define the health

system, namely
(a) its product
(b) its components
(c) the ways in which they interrelate
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and consider each of them separately.

(a) Product. At first blush, it may seem peculiar to ask "What do we want

as the product of the health care system?" Yet, attempting to come to grips
with this question, even though it may never be fully answered, will provide

us with at least partial answers to how the systems product might be changed.

As an example, if we accept the image which most people conjure up when

think of the present health care system, there likely is general agreement

that its principal product is medical services, i.e,, curative services

called into play only after a person is sick. A relatively recent develop-

ment, however, is the growing number of statements* that the product of the

health care system, while continuing to include "cure of sickness" services

should include a greater amount of "maintenance of health" services. If

there is general agreement on a new desired product (more emphasis on

"health"), then the next step is to change the system components and their

interrelationship to bring about this product. Relating this to "certificate

of need", unless we define a desired set of products from the health system,

and assign priorities to these products which reflect "cost-benefit" consid-

erations in the broadest sense of that term, we do not have a framework for

making "certificate of need" decisions. Our present decision-making frame-

work in this regard is still somewhat rudimentary, but should be supported

and encouraged, and even in its early stage of development is more than ad-

equate as a base for continuing the "certificate of need" process in the

form proposed by this Committee in Appendix C.

(b)Components. There appears to be a consensus of public opinion that what

we want differs from what we are getting from the health system. One of the

ways in which society can move toward what we want is to help create new

components (e.g., automated health screening centers, new types of health

professionals), or increase the supply of existing components (e.g., docto|tffc
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nurses, ambulatory care centers) when analysis indicates such action will

bring about the desired results. It is with respect to its impact upon the

entry of new components into the system - - and where appropriate, upon the

changing the nature of existing components in the system - - that the work-

ings of a "certificate of need" process are roost evident. Two points should

stressed here. These "entry of component" decisions, to be meaningful,

must be made within a context of knowing, however perfectly or imperfectly,

what we want from the system. There is a potential danger associated with

"certification of need" which must be avoided, namely, the possibility of

its being used to prevent entry into the system of-new and innovative ways

of delivering health care services. This latter point will be described

more fully below.

(c) Interrelationship of Components. Let us examine this characteristic

by starting with an example. Consider a hospital which modifies its dis-

charge procedures. Such action can have a considerable effect on the number

of patients entering the care of nursing homes or home health agencies. Let

us assume that such action is desirable in that it would lead to earlier dis

charge from a high cost facility to a less costly facility in a manner con-

sistent with the patients l needs. One thing should be clear in this hypo-

thetical situation; if we had a fairly stable discharge procedure, it re-

sulted from a balancing of the system’s constraints (the ways in which the

components interrelate) as they pertained to that situation. Given the

same components, that discharge procedure will not change unless the con-

straints are changed. In the example above, the change in discharge pro-

cedure could have been the result of changing, for example, economic and

medical constraints (such as a utilization review committee taking hold,

requiring discharge of inpatients whose continued stay was not deemed med-

ically necessary, and having payment by major insurance mechanisms shut off
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where noncompliance occurs). In other words, the pieces of the health

care system relate to one another in many different ways, at times quite

evident and easily understood and at other tiroes extremely obscure. For

now, let us define four general ways in which the pieces of the health care

system interrelate:

(1) medical (e.g., current medical practice might indicate that treat-
£

ment of particular conditions should take place in certain types of

facilities with certain types of personnel in attendance)

(2) legal (e.g., the threat of malpractice suits may lead to considerably

more laboratory tests and X-rays being than a high quality
diagnostic procedure would require)

(3) economic (e.g,, third party payment mechanisms might pay for a

procedure on an inpatient but not pay for it on an outpatient basis

even though such treatment is completely consistent with the patient's

needs, thus creating a bias toward higher cost care)

(4) additudinali this somewhat broad term can be further refined but it

is meant here to include such considerations as the attitude, for

example, of doctors and nurses toward the development of other types

of health professionals, the acceptance by consumers of different

modalities of care, etc.

Adoption of the Chapter 1080 "certificate of need" process represented a

direct change in the legal interrelationship of certain components of the

health system, and application of the process can, at least potentially, re-

flect or cause changes in gross medical and economic interrelationships.

With this as background, let us consider in more particular terms the

consequences of having or not having a "certificate of need" process.
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Consequences of a "Certificate of Need" Requirement

These consequences will be examined in general terms and, where pos-

sible, related to our experience under Chapter 1080 of the Acts of 971.

There seems to be little dispute that if unnecessary capacity to produce

service exists in the health system, it results in unnecessary expense

which ultimately must be borne by the average citizen - - whether he be

actual consumer of service, a taxpayer, or the purchaser of health in-

surance. More precisely, if we have an unnecessary facility in the system,

it gives rise to unnecessary capital costs, e.g., the periodic mort-

gage payments back to a lending institution which consists of repaying the

principal on the loan plus interest. It also gives rise to unnecessary op-

erating expense (including, for example, the salaries of personnel necessary

to operate the facility, the costs of consumable supplies, etc.) and main-

tenance expense (e.g., paint-up and fix-up required to remedy ordinary wear

and tear). If the unnecessary facility is to remain in existence - - and

it is the rare organization which does not have continuation in existence

as a motivating principle - - someone must meet these expenses - - and this

someone is the consumer of service, the taxpayer and Am purchaser of health

insurance.

Conclusions as to cost savings can thus be drawn with respect to

"certification of need" but - - and this distinction must be kept in mind -

these conclusions are valid only insofar as our ability to determine neces-

sity is valid.

It must be recognized that there is a great deal of dispute over de-

terminating the extent of such unnecessary capacity. Some providers of

service assert that the amount of unnecessary capacity is minimal; others,

including consumer groups, assert the exact opposite. A few examples may

_be in order:
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(a)

(b)

Many hospital maternity beds are used 50% or less of the time they

are available for use (the shorthand expression is to say their

"occupancy rate", or "utilization rate", is 50 per cent or less).

Continued operation and maintenance of these non-substitutable (they

can't be used for other medical or surgical purposes) beds may be

deemed unnecessary by those who feel that changing trends in maternity
&

foreclose the possibility of a particular maternity ward returning to

reasonably high utilization within the foreseeable future; the hospital

involved, however, may consider the continuation of those beds in ser-

vice to be quite necessary, perhaps because iX disputes the above judge-

ment oi because it wants to keep a particular doctor or group of doc-

tors on its staff. Other hospital-based examples are available with

respect to specialized surgical facilities, radiation therapy facilities,

and so on.

Nursing homes in Massachusetts typically operate at occupancy rates of

90 per cent or better. Some industry spokesmen assert that this is

evidence of their necessity; the Massachusetts Department of Public

Health, however, has performed two surveys, the first was in 1969,

40% of the persons in nursing

i.e,, would more appropriately

which it interprets as indicating that

homes have no need of nursing services

be cared for in rest homes, supervised

own homes with the assistance of, e.g.

living arrangements, or in their

homemaker aides. (At this point

it might be well to stress that a difficult, though necessary, distinc-

tion to keep in mind is that between "use" and "need". They are not

necessarily equivalent terms. This also has relation to the frequently-

made remark that "the mere existence of, say, a hospital or nursing

home bed, creates a pressure to fill it." This thinking relies on the

logic that, since it costs almost as much to operate and maintain an

empty bed as a full one, having a person occupying it changes it from
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losing proposition to a revenue producer.)

Moving away from the area of cost, let us now consider the implications

of "certificate of need" for the quality of medical care, the term quality

here being used to denote the nature and risks associated with medical care.

where they can be ascertained, but not to assign any nominative values.

This committee recognizes the evolving nature of these "quality" issues, how-

ever, and cautions that the following comments are to be read not as defin-

itive conclusions that medical care in one setting is of higher quality than

that in another setting but more as the statement of facts and some tentative

conclusions that can, and are, being drawn from them by competent medical

authority. It may be useful to keep in mind that the application of systems

analysis, outcome analysis - - indeed one might say the scientific method

to the health system as a whole is of relatively recent vintage. To suggest

that the scientific method should have been responsibly applied at a much

earlier date is not to deny that we arc dealing with persons, with human

values, but it does say that the more we know of what we’re doing, the more

we’ll be able to improve it to the ultimate benefit of every person who does

or should encounter the health system.

On the quality issue, therefore, continued operation of unnecessary

facilities assertedly may lead to non-optimal care for the patient. A case

often mentioned in support of this assertion relates to the proliferation of

open-heart surgery facilities during the 1960’5. The "Deßakcy Report" (which

was instrumental in the "hcart-cancer-stroke" regional medical program being

initiated) called attention to the extremely low utilization rates of many

of these facilities, and indicated that mortality rates for persons undergo-

ing surgery in these little-used facilities were higher than for persons op-

erated on in optimally-used such facilities. Those seeking to discount such
-'N statements point out that open-heart surgery accounts for a mere fraction of

ope per-cent of surgical procedures and that no inferences should be drawn
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from it. Those of the opposite opinion assert that, while their numbers

may be small, ‘the mere fact that we have a system which permits such

"excesses’* to take place calls for remedial action.

If open heart surgery represents too rare an example, mention might

be made of the variations in patterns of medical care delivery recently

noted in our neighboring State of Vermont. In a paper presented to the

American College of Physicians Regional Meeting in Burlington, Vermont,

on September 10, 1971, Dr. John Wennberg, Director of the Northern New

England Regional Medical Program described Vermont's population-based health

information system. Vermont was divided into areas and the surgical exper-

ience of the people residing in each of these areas was examined. An example

of variation in more common surgical procedures was developed by using a

life table approach to establish the probability of a female having a ton-

sillectomy or a hysterectomy by age 65 depending on her area of residence

(based on 1969 events). For areas ranked 1 through 15, the following table

was developed:

Probability of Specific Elective Procedure
by Age 65 for Females

probability that a woman will have a hysterectomy by the age of 65 is al-

most three times greater than that for a woman residing in the area with am
the lowest rate. Similarly, for a tonsillectomy the probability is over

It can be seen that in the service area with the highest rate, the
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seven times greater. To put this another way, in the service area with

the highest rate, the probability that a woman will still have her tonsils

at age 65 is .41 (i.e., 1 - .59), or about two chances in five. For a person

residing in the lowest ranked area, however, the table suggests that her

chances increased to over nine out of ten.

To use Doctor Wennberg*s words, "It is questionable that this wide

of differences in the performance of specific surgical procedures is

explained by differences in the objective distribution of illness,"

The significance of this information is great. Every time a person

is placed under anesthesia and undergoes surgery, he incurs a risk. In a

finite number of cases something goes wrong. If incurring of this risk is

commensurate with his need for the surgical procedure, this may be regarded

as an indication of high-quality medical care being dispensed.

We thus are faced with a number of questions. If the objective distri-

bution of illness does not explain these wide differences and if we assume

that all the surgery in the highest-ranked area is necessary, then persons

residing in the lowest-ranked areas are not receiving necessary services - -

the collective quality of health care in the lowest ranked area is not as

high as might be possible and desired. If we assume that only the surgery

rates in the lowest-ranked area are necessary, there are a great many people

in the highest-ranked area incurring unnecessary risks - - a situation which

might be adjudged of low quality both in a collective sense and to some in-

dividuals, These "quality" questions exist and our ability to cope with them

is very much in the developmental stage.

"Certification of need" will continue to develop as quality control

develops. Observers presently believe that variation in demand for surgical

services, for example, may be explained in part by the fact that capacity

to provide such services (hospitals, surgeons, etc.) is geographically dis-
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tributed in a rather uneven manner. To the extent that the evidence, when

it is assembled and analyzed, supports such thinking, "certification of need"

may be used to help allocate these resources in a somewhat more even manner.

Excess capacity (e.g., too many beds), or improperly distributed capac-

ity, also raises quality and "accessibility to carfe" questions since it ap-

pears to place an unnecessary demand on scarce supplies of health care

sonnel. To the extent that such capacity is not necessary, the drain on

health manpower supplies also is unnecessary and may result in services be-

ing denied in some other part of the health system.

A continually developing consequence of a certificate of need program

relates to those tensions necessarily connected with any attempt to make

decisions on complex problems. The interrelationships involved in the health

industry are not that clearly understood by the general public (and perhaps

by those styled as health-care experts). The "man in the street" certainly

voices a valid concern over spiralling health insurance rates, taxes allo-

cated to government funded health programs, and the like. As such cost

spirals are brought under control, however, it may mean that a woman having

a baby will go to a centralized maternity facility one or two towns away

rather than to a hospital in her home town. It may mean that a person re-

quiring thoracic surgery would have to travel some distance to a similarly

centralized facility with that special capability. This process of first

excising the unnecessary portions of the system, and then balancing what the

public wants with what it will pay for, necessarily will affect large con-

centrations of power and wealth. The mere existence of such concentrations

militates against change (and certification of need, when it is properly ad-

ministered and not used to stifle unjustifiably the development of new meth-

ods of delivering health care, represents change) even though they may be

acting in a manner totally consistent with what they view to be best for
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public interest. To put this another way, certification of need represents

a collective judgment made for the public good. With such increased regu-

lation comes a loss of some freedom of movement for certain individuals or

groups. The ability to cope with these complex questions also must be con-

sidered in the light of meaningful consumer involvement, discussed more

fully below.

Another consequence of "certificate of need" relates to its serving

as a focus for assessing our relative ability to make health resource allo-

cation decisions. More will be said on this when discussing our experience

with Chapter 1080.

In the final analysis, we regard it as axiomatic that no part of the

health system has any right to exist unless it is for the good of those

served. While some have asserted that certification of need is unnecessary

and unfair in concept, we do not agree. It also appears that the weight of

opinion is for such a program. Some, however,have expressed deeply-felt

concern that, even though such a program is needed, government is unable to

handle its proper administration. There is some basis for such concern,

though not sufficient for us to recommend that "certificate of need" be

removed from the statute books, as will become more evident as we examine

the manner in which Chapter 1080 was administered.

Experience Under Chapter 1080

A preliminary word here is in order. The concept of "certificate of

need" embodied in Chapter 1080 was not at all new as it applied to health

facilities in the Commonwealth. For example, the statute governing the

issuance of original licenses for hospitals and clinics indicates that no

license shall be granted unless the Department of Public Health determines

there is a need for such a facility at the intended location. Such an

also applied to other types of facilities and appears to have been
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implicitly factored in to the Department’s approval of construction plans,

another of duties. The Department, however, did not translate this

into an articulated process for determining the need for expansion of al-

ready-licensed facilities, at least in part due to questions raised as to

the legality of such a procedure. November 15, 1971, the effective date

of Chapter 1080, signalled the expansion of the Department of Public Health

"need determination" powers to construction or changes in services by al-

ready-licensed institutions. Health care facilities subject to Chapter

1080

"include (1) a hospital, institution for the care of unwed mothers

or clinic, as defined in section fifty-two of chapter one hundred

and eleven of the General Laws, and (2) a public medical institu-

tion, which is any medical institution supported in whole or in

part by public funds, either Federal, State or Municipal staffed

by professional, medical and nursing personnel and providing med-

ical care, in accordance with standards established through li-

censing, approval, or certification for participation in the pro-

grams administered under Titles 18 and 19 of the Federal Social

Security Act, by the department of public health."

As originally proposed by this Committee, an infirmary maintained in a

town, a convalescent or nursing home, a rest home or charitable home for

the aged, as defined in section 71 of Chapter 111 of the General Laws,

also would have been included. In the course of passage, however, this

specific inclusion of long-term care facilities was stricken from the bill

After passage, however, the Department of Public Health construed the def-

inition of "public medical institution" to include long-term care facil-

ities.

Examining our experience under Chapter 1080, a distinction should be
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made between hard data and other information perhaps a little more dif-

ficult to obtain. In the first category, hard data, we have somewhat rig-

orously defined this to include only some application data and actions

taken by the Department of Public Health at their meetings on January 18 v
February 15, March 2, March 14 and April 11, 1972. Recognizing the val-

idity of the statement that figures may be subject to considerable varia-

in interpretation, we have set forth in Appendix D the information

on Department actions provided staff of this Committee by Health Depart-

ment personnel on April 19, 1972. This will allow you to formulate your

own opinion on any conclusions drawn from it in this report.

Somewhat less firm information concerns the role played by various

agencies of the Executive Department personnel from the Governor’s Office,

the Office of the Secretary for Human Services and the Department of Public

Health itself. This Committee, in order to allow the "interim" Chapter 1080

to be tested in the most meaningful manner, deliberately refrained from

challenging the casc-by-case adjudication process as administered by the

Executive Department. This was done in spite of the fact that "hearsay"

information had reached the Committee suggesting improper intervention of

persons outside the Department of Public Health in its decision-making

under Chapter 1080. The word "hearsay" is stressed - - while its eviden-

tiary value is sufficiently questionable that it does not amount to proof,

it does represent sufficient grounds for this Committee to inquire formally

into these matters. Substantiating or refuting such "hearsay" information,

which has been widely circulated, is necessary to preserve the credibility

of governmental processes. The question of when such an inquiry should be

undertaken, however, presented a problem. To intervene too soon might

"skew" our experience - - this Committee’s intervention could be regarded

*8 introducing an artificial element into the "certificate of need" exper-ts
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iment since this Committee, not being a standing Committee, will not al-

ways be around to so intervene if similar circumstances arise. Since the

long-term consequences far outweigh the short-term, our inquiry will not

begin until this report is issued in order to have as much "unskewed" ex-
%

perience as possible on which to base our recommendation. A supplementary

report will be issued and any further recommendations deemed necessary for-
N

warded to you if this "hearsay" information proves to have substantive valuer
Several points might be kept in mind here. The Committee is not con-

cerned here with requests to the Department to speed up or slow down action

upon applications for determination of need, unless positive action upon

such requests would affect the specific substantive rights of another ap-

plicant. The Committee is concerned with learning whether or not any per-

son outside the Department of Public Health has ordered any officer or em-

ployee of the Department to make a specific substantive recommendation to

the decision-making authority in the Department (Chapter 17, section 1, of

the General Laws indicates that the Commissioner of Public Health and the

Public Health Council, sitting together, have this statutory responsibility),

or to act in a particular way with respect to an application for determina-

tion of need, when such a lecommcndation or action would be inconsistent

with such officer’s or employee's professional judgment or prevent his pro-

fessional judgment from being expressed. This latter point is of particular
interest since it relates to whether or net the Commissioner and members of

the Public Health Council had all the professional advice available to them

which they have every right to expect.

Returning to the information which is capable of being somewhat more

easily ascertained, we note that Chapter 1080 took effect on November 15,

1971. From that date through April 11, 1972, a total of 213 applications

for determinations of need were filed. This total consists of 116 applic.This total consists of 116 applica^j^’
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tions submitted during the first filing period (November 15, 1971 through

December 31, 1971) and 97 submitted during the second filing period (Janu-

ary 1 through March 31, 1972). Out of the total of 213 applications, 39

were not subject to Chapter 1080, 63 related to hospitals, 18 related to

clinics, and 93 related to long term care facilities.

Experience up to and including the meeting of the Department on

April 11, 1972, indicates that the largest number of facilities applying

for determinations of need were approved. In the category of hospitals

and clinics, only one hospital was denied and another approved in modified

form. There were a lesser number of hospital beds approved than were applied

for, but it is not deemed appropriate to attach dollar savings to such action

because the cost estimates submitted to the Department have not been veri-

ficd.

In the area of long-term care facilities, with respect to new beds,

there were more such beds turned down than were applied for in levels I,

II and 111 and just the reverse in level IV, This indicates a tendency on

the part of the process to encourage an expansion of facilities at the least

intense level of care, i.e., level TV, which may generally be regarded as

rest home care.

of new beds denied, but here againThere were a significant number

to verify the submitted cost estimates.the Department was not. in a position

It also is deemed inappropriate to estimate cost savings, for the following

further reason.

The touchstone used by the Department in approving or denying requests

is extremely unclear. That this is the case undermines the validity of any

estimates of savings or charges of failure of the process. The single

greatest contribution of Chapter 1080, therefore, was its focusing atten-

tion on this deficiency in our framework for decision-making. Other sec-

tions of this report deal with various approaches to improving this situation
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The following portions of this report deal with various facets of

the "certification of need" process, and explain how each is treated by

the recommended legislation which is appended to this report.

What Should Be Covered?

In theory, if "certificate of need" were to be considered as a per-

fected mechanism for the allocation of health care resources in a centrally-

determined society, all such resources should be subject to its control.

The fact is, however, that we do not live in a centrally-determined society.

Individual freedoms have a central and valid role in the American experience
- - certainly insofar as a person's ability to choose where he will work.

This leads to the conclusion that application of "certification of need"

to allocation of personal health care resources (personnel) would be inap-

propriate within the context here considered. Accordingly, the Committee

confined the application of its recommended approach to institutional re-

sources (hospitals, nursing homes, etc.).

A distinction should be made at this point, however. Even if we speak

only within the institutional context, a completely valid resource alloca-

tion decision can be made only with knowledge of and due regard for every

other resource which will be affected by it. In this sense, all existing

resources as well as those in the "pipeline" (in the process of being com-

pleted) should be covered. The implication here, of course, is that we

know what and where the existing resources are - - an implication which

will be further examined in the section on information.

Coverage, as used in the next few paragraphs, has a more restricted

meaning, i.e., those institutions are covered by the act which, by virtue

of proposing to perform certain acts, arc rendered subject to the control

of the Department of Public Health on whether or not they can legally pro*

ceed.
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Committee would have liked to have been able to recommend, as

subject to "certificate of need" decisions, health care facilities where

that term is defined in a broad, generic sense. Many of the present dif-

ficulties with our present Public Health Law (Chapter 111 of the General

4jjH]Laws) spring from the restrictive definitions of what is covered by that

law. Its rigidity has led to many gaps in coverage, an inability to absorb

developing institutional forms within its scope, and a lack of knowledge

concerning certain types of presently-existing resources. It would have

been preferred to have avoided this difficulty in our present recommenda-

tion. Unfortunately, it could not, principally due to our concern that we

not unintentionally sweep into the process certain facilities which might

best be excluded. As a result, we have limited the operation of our ’’cer-

tificate of need” recommendation to those types of facilities covered by

Chapter 1080, plus long term care facilities. It should be noted, however,

that a broader definition of "health care facility” is utilized in the

"information gathering” legislation proposed in Appendix E, and described

more fully in a succeeding section. When this information is gathered.

hopefully before the end of the next session, we shall be in a position to

recommend a broadening of the definition.

A particular facet of the "coverage question arose under Chapter 1080

concerning whether or not state institutions were covered. Chapter 1080

did not deal with this situation in express terms. Using "coverage” in

its broad sense, all institutions, governmental and private, would have to

be considered in order to make a valid decision on a proposed facility ex-

pansion. In its narrower sense, however, coverage of Chapter 1080 was inter-

preted not to include state institutions. This interpretation came about
*

■when a question arose as to whether or not the teaching hospital at the

University of Massachusetts Medical School was included within its provisions
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When asked for a ruling on the question, the Office of the Attorney General

of the Commonwealth concluded that, where a statute grants regulatory pow-

ers to one state agency, those powers will not be construed to govern the

actions of other state agencies unless such application is expressly set

forth in the statute. The opinion issued by the Attorney General's Office

is attached and marked Appendix F.

This Committee's recommendation. Appendix C, expressly applies "cer-

tificate of need" to state agencies, and state institutions which come

within the definition of "health care facility" are thus covered by the

proposed legislation.

With respect to coverage of State Mental institutions, the Committee

decided to include them in the operation of Appendix C but to defer such

inclusion for six months. This decision to defer inclusion was guided in

part by the Commissioner of Mental Health's urgent suggestion that to in-

clude facilities for the mentally ill and the retarded would be to complic-

ate an already cumbersome process. In addition, and perhaps more conclusive

is the fact that there is an elaborate structure of area boards, regional

structures, advisory councils, and so on, established within the Department

of Mental Health which should be integrated into the decision making struc-

ture if mental health and retardation facilities were to be included in the

process. Such inclusion shall be accomplished during the six month deferral

period. Another point might be mentioned. For several years, the Depart-

ment of Mental Health and its agencies have had a system of assigning prior-

ities to new projects - - a resource-allocating mechanism. The Committee

wishes to allow an opportunity over the next six months for this mechanism

to be inserted into the "certificate of need" process.

Part of the Committee's desire to include institutions within the
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Department of Mental Health springs from the fact that as more of the

care within the responsibility of that Department shifts from the insti-

tutional to the community setting, inpatient facilities could be freed up

for other needed applications. This is perhaps better explained within

4^^ the context of existing versus proposed facilities.

Too often, certification of need is regarded only in terms of "thou

shalt not", with the view strongly expressed that what is viewed as the

present irrationality in health facility distribution will not disappear

until an agency has the power to force observance of such decisions. The

Committee accepts the validity of this approach, but wishes to stress the

positive potential of the process. Ideally, the certification process

would include the ability to encourage facilities no longer needed for a

particular use to be shifted over to another use for which need exists

(e.g., taking maternity beds out of service and putting them to use as

alcoholism detoxification beds) or taken out of service. Unfortunately,

conditions necessary to permit the ideal approach to be applied generally

do not now exist. As a result, this Committee's recommendation does not

apply to existing facilities except insofar as such facilities propose

substantial construction or changes in service. The Committee believes

that deficiencies in the information base and the framework for decision-

making must be remedied in order to develop the necessary competency for

credible administration of the process. It further believes that this

competency should be established with respect to proposed facilities be-

fore it is extended to existing facilities. It also should be remembered

that when the concept is extended to existing facilities, requiring

facility to close its doors, for example, may constitute a "taking" of

property for which just compensation must be made. The amounts of money
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thus required,* therefore, would have to be considered together with any

proposal to extend certification to existing facilities - - a proposal

which cannot responsibly be made at this time.

Framework for Decision-Making

It is with respect to the rudimentary framework for decision-making

that experience thus far with the administration of Chapter 1080 has been

most disappointing. It is not disappointing with respect to the fact that

we started with a rudimentary policy for resource allocation, but rather

that the process does not appear to have developed.

The Committee recognizes that decisions on "need" and on resource

allocation can be made only as well as we, the public, can express what

we want from the health care system. In other words we are dealing with

developing quantities. The articulation of what we want - - a statement

of policy - - roust involve all segments of society, all departments of

government, and lead toward some sort of a consensus. This Committee will

attempt to provide a forum and focus for such policy development.

With respect to the manner in which policy guidelines are handled in

Appendix C, the following comments are in order. Throughout this Committee's

hearings, concern often was expressed by many persons that, whatever legis-

lation follows Chapter 1080 should not be so explicit as to preclude adapt-

ation to changing circumstances and changing perceptions of how best to

accomplish the goals of the program. Another concern also was voiced, how-

ever, that sufficient policy guidelines be set forth in the statute to pro-

vide reasonable bounds on its interpretation by whatever agency administers

the program. These views are regarded as not necessarily irreconcilable

but as requiring a balancing process. In short, the question is: What

should be in the statute; what can be left to the regulation-making power
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of the administering agency?

The Committee takes the position that only a very broad statement

of policy guidelines should be included in certification of need legis-

lation, and Appendix C reflects this position. It also should be pointed

-out that the mere passage of legislation, however specific in its terms,

' ot realistically be regarded as having solved any problem unless prop-

erly implemented by executive action. We prefer working with the Depart-

ment to improve administration of the Act, rather than indulge in the

false sense of accomplishment which springs from passage of a statute re-

plete with bounds placed on executive action. Such an approach also is

consistent with the fact that we are here dealing with a very fluid, evolv-

ing body of knowledge.

The goal expressed in Appendix C is the making of adequate health care

services reasonably available to every person within the Commonwealth at

the lowest aggregate cost in such resources, public and private. The terms

"adequate** and "reasonably available" should be interpreted in a dynamic

sense; they represent evolving concepts. But the fact that they apply to

"every person" indicates that at any given time there is a certain minimum

level of services to which everyone is entitled as of right. This goal is

to be served by the department making its determinations of need in such a

manner as to encourage the more appropriate allocation of health care re-

sources and the development of alternative or substitute methods of deliv-

ing health care services. These allocation and development considerations

are separately stated to bring out the Committee’s insistence that "certif-

ication of need" not be used to stifle the development of promising modal-

ities of delivering health care which are not yet in general use, such as

health maintenance organization.
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.It also should be noted that the tern "lowest aggregate cost in

resources" is not restricted to money considerations alone. For example,

if we do not have enough doctors serving a given area of the Commonwealth,

it may be that such a situation can be remedied by placing certain types

of facilities there which might serve to attract physicians into the

(a strategy incorporated in the Hill-Burton program of the 1940’s to attract

doctors to serve in rural areas of America by placing hospitals in these

areas). An analogous strategy might turn out to include, at least in the

near term, permitting hospitals with non-optimal utilization rates to con-

tinue in these areas. If we consider the costs per unit of service assoc-

iated with the facility alone in these areas, they may be very high com-

pared with the costs of facilities in other parts of the State. But in

terms of getting and maintaining the required level of physician service

in the area, this approach may lead to the "lowest aggregate cost".

The term "aggregate cost" also is used to signify the Committee’s

intent that the certificate of need program be administered in the light

of systems considerations rather than of those related only to components.

An example of this, which has its parallel in the manner in which rates of

payment for services arc set, is to point out that if a day of hospital

care costs ten times more than a day of service in a rest home, it may

lead to the lowest aggregate cost to the system for the Department to ad-

minister the certification process so as to encourage the entry of rest

homes into the system and to restrict the expansion of hospital services.

Such an approach, however, should be used only to the extent that it is

entirely consistent with the health care requirements of the community.

The Committee views it as most desirable - - indeed essential

that we proceed toward development of a consensus on health policy for
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the State. All must be involved in this process and it eventually should

lead to establishment of a mechanism through which such policy may be ex-

pressed. The evolving nature of this process must be recognized. As a

result, this Committee preferred to include broad policy guidelines in

Appendix C and not be overly specific.
Information Requirements

In order to move towards what we want from the health system, we

must know what we have. We must know what we have in terms of health care

resources. We must have reliable objective indicators of health status, as

well as information from which health needs may be ascertained.

This information is not now available at the state level in any co-

ordinated, readily usable form. The lack of a health policy for the Com-

monwealth may have caused the situation in part, but it also must be re-

membered that lack of information also is a partial cause of any coordin-

ated health policy. It is difficult to talk of one without the other.

To the extent that it is possible to talk of information alone, there-

fore, you should be aware of the following. Within the past several months

an ad hoc committee was established which has been formalized as the Massa-

chusetts Health Planning Data Committee. The members of this Committee rep-

resent a broad cross-section of professionals in the health information

field - - and the Data Committee is seeking to still further expand its

base. The members of this committee, listed together with their organiza-

tion in Appendix G, have attempted to assist the Commonwealth by determin-

ing data needs for "certificate of need". Their effort - - which is par-

ticularly meaningful since it represents a voluntary effort by those pro-

fessionals, from both public and private agencies, working in the system

pho, in the main, will have to live with the fruit of their efforts - - is
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attached as Appendix H and is entitled "Guidelines for Health Facilities

Applying for Certificate of Need". This draft represents a collective

effort and it has not been adopted at this time by any governmental body,

nor should any agency represented on the Data Committee be taken as having

specifically approved the "Guidelines". It is attached to this report to

achieve the widest possible circulation and to serve as one of the vehicles

for the educational process which is absolutely essential if "certificate

of need" is to reach its full potential.

The "Guidelines" should serve as an educational tool by preparing ap-

plicants to think in somewhat broader planning terms than has been the case

in the past.

The Massachusetts Health Planning Data Committee also is in the process

of providing us with further information identifying data elements and their

sources, and indicating which necessary information is available and which

is not yet available.

On this latter {joint, the Massachusetts Health Planning Data. Committee

also has provided us with a report dated May, 1972, entitled "Toward A Massa-

chusetts Health Information System". This report, marked Appendix I, points

out many of the weaknesses in current data sets and builds upon earlier doc-

uments in this area, the two most prominent of which were prepared by the

M.I.T. - Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies and the Massachusetts Office

of Comprehensive Health Planning, respectively.

Appendices H and I arc included in this report in the expectation

that they will serve as the basis of discussions leading toward development

of a health data system employing uniform standards and definitions.

In order to facilitate farther the gathering of necessary information,

this Committee recommends the adoption of legislation submitted herewith ,
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Appendix E which authorizes and directs the Department of Public Health

to establish and maintain an inventory of health care resources in the

Commonwealth. The term "health care resources" is defined in a broad gen-

eric sense. Correlation of the inventory with pertinent demographic and

other data also is mandated. Appendix E further provides that it shall

lead to the divulging of any privileged or confidential information,

and that any information required should not prove unreasonably burdensome

to the agency providing it.

Most importantly, the Department of Public Health is empowered to

prescribe uniform reporting requirements by regulation. It is hoped that

this will prove a major tool in uniting our disparate, fragmented efforts

into a considerably more useful whole.

It also might be mentioned that some of this information, hopefully

to be provided on a continuing basis in the future, is similar to that

which this Committee hopes to assemble on an ad hoc basis in the near

term in order to derive estimates of impact and cost associated with pro-

posals for"financially catastrophic illness" protection and uniform mini-

mum health insurance benefits.

What activates the procedure?

Chapter 1080 in large part used the commencement of construction as

the critical point for determining whether a health facility, as defined

in that Act, was subject to the certificate of need requirement.

This has been modified in Appendix C so that the certificate of need

requirement would be activated by the proposed making of a substantial

capital expenditure. . Such an expenditure would include sums which exceed,

or would lead to exceeding, one hundred thousand dollars. There is a cer-

tain amount of flexibility allowed in the amount, however. If the Depart-
>
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merit of Public Health finds that it cannot cope with its backlog of work
- - that too much is being swept under the Act at the $lOO,OOO level - -

it has the power to increase the activating level to $200,000 or any level

in between for classes of facilities.

It should be noted that operating and maintenance expense is not used

to activate the certificate of need requirement since deep reservations £
exist that such an approach could be fairly administered at this time.

Both Chapter 1080 and Appendix C use "substantial change in service"

to activate the requirement. Appendix C clarifies this by pointing out

that changes in kind, rather than degree, of service arc complicated. For

example, installation of a thoracic surgery unit in a hospital which prev-

iously did not have one would be such a substantial change. The expansion

of a laboratory or modifying a kitchen, however, would not. Changes in

degree of service are more properly handled through some form of prior bud-

get approval - - a matter which this Committee expects to be discussing in

great detail through the next six months with the various agencies which

have an impact on the financing of health care.

Specific note has been taken of long term care facility data prepared

by the Department of Public Health which indicate a need for beds providing

care at the lower levels, particularly rest home level. See Appendix J.

In connection with this data itte useful to keep in mind that the roost in-

tense forms of long term care are provided in Level I facilities and the

least intense in Level IV (which may be regarded as a rest home). Accord-

ingly, the definition of substantial change in service in Appendix C does

not include a lowering - - but does include a raising - - in level of clas-

sification of such a facility. While not subject to certificate of need,

such a change is still subject to any other requirements of the Department.

The intent is to not impose any further requirements than those which ajMB
ready exist on the downward mobility of long-term care facilities.
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It also should be noted that Chapter 1080 required certification of

need before an "original license" of a health care facility would be issued.

Under Chapter 1080 an "original license" was defined to include, among other

things, "a license issued to an existing health care facility in which there

has been a change in ownership or location".

There thus was swept into the operation of certificate of need many

existing facilities where no substantial capital expenditure changing the

facility or substantial change in services was involved. No such provision

is included in Appendix C. Our earlier comment on the application of cer-

tification of need to existing facilities applies here.

Letter of Intent

The timing of fund-raising efforts by health facilities presently

place the Department of Public Health agencies at a severe, though unintend-

ed, disadvantage. As an example take a non-profit hospital which has just

decided to add a new wing. This decision is followed by a fund-raising

campaign which, in effect, develops a constituency for the project. It

also could remove whatever freedom the hospital administration may have had

to make significant changes in the project even though it might have no

objections to such changes ("the contributions we've received are impressed

with the trust that they be used for the project as described in the fund-

raising campaign"). This is the usual point at which the project generally

is brought to the attention of the pertinent regulatory agency.

We therefore have recommended in Appendix C that a "notice of intent"

be filed before any funds arc secured in connection with a specific health

facility project. This is not intended to prevent preliminary discussions

with the financial community.

Structure and Placement of Certifying Agency

) v It is recommended in Appendix C that the primary decision-making auth-
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ority for "certificate of need" remain the Department of Public Health,

In this respect, it is similar to Chapter 1080.

The apparent difficulties which arose in the administration of Chapter

1080 are recognized. It is strongly recommended, however, that we recognize

the fact that a course of action often taken in the past - - when executive

action in a particular area fails, a new agency is created, and the old *

agency is left in existence at least in part - - has not met with marked

success. We recommend that rather than creating a new agency, which has

had no priot experience, good or bad, with Chapter 1080, we identify what-

ever precise difficulties may exist and then do whatever is necessary to

secure corrective executive action. This will avoid the hiatus of a "honey-

moon" period usually given to any new agency. It also reflects a basic con-

viction that it is nothing more than deluding oneself to think that the

passage of legislation, without appropriate executive action, is a real

solution of any problem.

Another point must be made. The Department of Public Health is defined

in Chapter 111 of the General Laws as the Commissioner of Public Health and

the Public Health Council. In other words, the Commissioner and the Coun-

cil members, sitting and acting collectively, are the Department. The Com-

missioner and each member of the Council has this statutory responsibility

- - no one else. No one outside of the Department has this responsibility.

No part of the Department has this ultimate responsibility. It is the De-

partment which is given the decision making responsibility under Appendix C.

Council members are excluded from participating in any decision which might

include a conflict of interest.

The single most important reason for leaving the decision with the

Department relates to the Committee's conclusion that certification of need

is intimately related to the licensing of health care facilities, Hill- m
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Burton grants, and other functions carried out by the Department, The

Committee is convinced that the primary decision making in all these areas

must reside in the same body. This does not mean that a change in the lo-

cation and structure of this body will not be appropriate in the future

but it must be related to the overall plan of reorganization which the

of Human Services, as well as the other Secretaries, have been

directed to prepare.

A word on reorganization is in order. Adoption of the cabinet form

of government was intended to decentralize some of the decision-making

authority residing in the Executive Office of Admim tration and Finance

and to bring a greater knowledge of programs to such decision-making.

This reorganization was proposed in two phases. The first was to group

the various ragencies into the several new Executive Offices, The new

Secretaries were not given the power to make operating decisions for the

agencies grouped within those Offices. They were given powers relating

to budgets, partially to make it possible for them to become intimately

familiar with the agencies grouped within their Offices. All of this is

supposed to lead to Phase Two of the Reorganization. If Phase Two is not

accomplished - - if sound recommendations based on reliable information

and well conceived analysis are not forthcoming - - the promise of re-

organization will not be realized. Proposed creation of any new agencies

in the Secretariat must be considered in this context. Until these larger

questions are resolved, it is strongly recommended that the Secretary not

be given any responsibility for making operating decisions for line agen-

cies.

The Committee does recommend, however, that review of Departmental

a*cisions should be had by a review mechanism with a majority of consumers

, it. This is described more fully in the section on appeals.
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The Committee also notes that recommendation does not preclude fur-

ther action in the future, possibly changing the role of people serving

part-time in the decision-making process. Such action is not recommended

at this time but will be considered in a subsequent report dealing with

establishment of a more broadly-based resource allocation responsibility.

*Relationship to Financing Mechanisms

Certification of need could be related to financing mechanisms in at

least two aspects - - data handling and as a sanction for enforcement pur-

poses .

The principal mechanisms through which the provision of health care

services is financed are Medicare, Medicaid, private health insurance pro-

vided by Blue Cross-Blue Shield, similar insurance provided by other private

carriers, and direct payment by the consumer.

The Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission is centrally involved in

the process in that it sets the rates for Medicaid patients and has approv-

al power over what BlueCross pays participating hospitals (thus affecting

premium rates for subscribers). It has no such relationship to Medicare

or to insurance carriers other than Blue Cross (except in the isolated case

of industrial accident coverage).

Let us consider the sanctions aspect first. It has been suggested

that the most powerful sanction which could be utilized to enforce certif-

icate of need decisions would be to have the major third-party payment mech-

anisms refuse to allow a non-certified facility to participate in their pro-

grams. This could include a refusal to pay for services in a non-certified

facility. It also could include exclusion from a facility's rate base of

all expenses associated with a component which did not comply with the de-

termination of need procedure. „

These approaches are rejected as unworkable, and as possibly leading''^
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to considerable unfairness, at this time. The primary tie-in for finan-

cial sanctions is roost often expressed in terras of Rate Setting Commission

action. It is suggested that the Rate Setting Commission make exclusions

from rate base, that would be in line with determinations of need, in the

case, generally, of Medicaid and Blue Cross patients. We make no finding

ft, the Commission's powers in this respect, but point out that such action

would not prevent facilities with disallowed costs from shunting such dis-

allowed amounts into the rate base for Medicare, insurance carriers other

than Blue Cross, and direct payors -

groups. The Committee believes such

within this context.

thus increasing costs for such

possibility should not be allowed

The Committee believes a sounder approach would be one which precludes

the possibility of "shunting" disallowed costs. One such proposal which

addressed itself to this issue was Senate Document No. 875 of 1972 which

was a petition of the Health Insurance Council, an association of private

health insurance companies other than Blue Cross and Blue Shielf, for legis-

lation to establish a new Health Care Facilities Agency and Regional Rate

Review Boards which would have as a principal responsibility the setting

of rates for various services provided by a health care facility. All

third party payors would be required to observe and pay these uniform rates

for a particular service as determined by the new agencies. If an exclusion

was made from the rate base of an institution, therefore, the uniform rate

would preclude shunting (assuming the federal government cooperated).

The Committee takes no position on 5.875 at this time, but wishes to

indicate its intention to retain it in Committee in order to allow the

issues which it raises to be carefully examined. This examination is ex-

oected to be combined with an analysis of the role and operations of the
V-

. late Setting Commission and related matters, e.g., prospective rate-setting
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mechanisms, adoption of uniform cost reports, the feasibility of a single

audit agency, *and so on.

With respect to the data handling aspect, sufficient doubt exists

that the Rate Setting Commission can handle in a fair and timely manner

any further data collection, verification or calculation responsibility,

and it is not included in Appendix C. The concern for fair and timely

handling of appeals also was reflected in this decision.

In another respect, it has been suggested that systems of pooled de-

preciation, revolving loans and subsidies be included as resource alloca-

tion devices. They are not included in our recommendation in Appendix C

but will be included in the Committee's continuing inquiry into the finan-

cial aspects of health care.

Sanctions

Appendix C would grant the Superior and Supreme Judicial Courts

jurisdiction to enforce the provisions of the "certificate of need" leg-

islation.

Failure to comply with certificate of need requirements also would

constitute grounds for refusal to grant, modification or revocation of i
license. Including removal of licensure with respect to part of a fac-

ility.

Financing mechanism sanctions are not included at this time, as ex-

plained previously.

Inclusion of criminal penalties as sanctions was rejected as inappro-
priate at this time. They may be considered appropriate at some future

time, but it appears only reasonable that we more clearly define the re-

source allocation process before we attach the threat of imprisonment and

fine to actions in this area. Further, there exists the real possibilit^^^
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that the real burden of any fines would merely be returned indirectly to

the consumer.

Appeals

The Committee recommends that primary decision-making for certifica-

tion of need remain in the Department of Public Health - - which has sim-

responsibilities in licensing and other areas. It was deemed advis-

able, however, to require the Department to more fully articulate its

reasons for actions taken on certificate of need applications, and to sub-

ject the Department's decisions and reasoning to the review process upon

appeal. Appeals could be taken by consumers, providers, planners, and the

applicant.

It is hoped that this will contribute to the educational process which

is a necessary precursor to achieving the most effective certificate of

need mechanism.

The Health Facilities Appeals Board is placed within the Executive

Office of Human Services and would be composed of five members, three

of whom must be consumers not associated with any provider of health care

services. One of the consumers would be a lawyer and serve as Chairman of

the Appeal Board. The members would be appointed for three year terms, on

a staggered basis, by the Governor. The Governor would consider for appoint

ment, among others, persons knowledgeable in the delivery of health care

services whose names are submitted to him by the State and regional compre-

hensive health planning agencies.

The Board would be responsible for determining on appeal whether the

Department complied with the requirements of the "certificate of need"

statute and whether its actions are supported by substantial evidence. In

order to assist it in the performance of its duties the Board may employ,

ng others, persons experienced in fact-finding as a result of their
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paving served as masters and auditors in the courts.

Funding

The Committee recognizes the need for adequate funding in order to

administer the previsions of the "certificate of need" proposed - -

Appendix C. It will attempt to secure this funding through the appropria-
tion process.

A revenue-generation device has not been included in this proposal

since no proposals in this respect have been presented in sufficiently

developed form. The Committee fears that an "application fee" device

could prove unduly burdensome to those types of facility least able to

bear them, such as neighborhood health clinics and the like.

Consumer Role

It is felt that the role of the consumer - - a still-evolving role
- - is of central importance. It is for the consumer of service that the

entire system should exist.

For this reason the consumer has been written into the majority posi-

tion on the Health Facilities Appeals Board. In order for this to be mean

ingful, however, these consumers will have to remain well-informed.

The public also is given the right to require a public hearing on any

application for determination of need, to appeal from a decision of the

Department to the Appeal Board, and their right of access to any applica-
tion and supporting information is expressly guaranteed by Appendix C.

Consumers, to the extent they plan a meaningful role in the

sive health planning process, also can participate in the "certificate of

need" process through this medium.

Comprehensive Health Planning

The partnership, at both the State and regional level, of consumers

and providers in the comprehensive health planning process is developing
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and worthy of encouragement. It was not felt appropriate to give final

decision making power to such agencies, however. A clearly indicated

"review and comment" role has been included in Appendix C for them.

The state and local agencies also are empowered to require a public
hearing on any application, to require the Department to direct its atten-

to any specific recommendation, and otherwise participate in bringing

about an articulation of the process.

It should be noted that the interrelationship between the state and

regional planning agencies is left undefined in Appendix C. This was re-

jected as inappropriate for inclusion in the statute, but it is hoped that

the respective agencies can clarify this matter so as to avoid any unneces-

sary duplication of effort by anyone in the system. This should avoid any

necessity of having to reconsider this position in the future.

Requiring every facility in the State to have some sort of five-year

plan was considered. It also was rejected at this time in order to see

how the various elements in the system work together in developing the uni-

form and somewhat more complete data base necessary for effective planning.

Conclusion

The Committee recommends that the "certificate of need" process be

continued, in amended form, as set forth in Appendix C. The Committee

arrived at this conclusion after three public hearings in Boston, Worcester

and Springfield and numerous other meetings. The Committee wishes to thank

all those who prepared recommendations for its consideration and otherwise

participated in this process.

*
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Respectfully submitted,

SEN. Daniel J. Foley, Chairman

REP. Edward J. Dever, Jr.,
Vice-Chairman

SEN. John F. Aylmer

SEN. Philibert L. Pellegrini

REP. Roger S. Babb

REP. James E. O’Leary

REP, Daniel L. Joyce, Jr.

REP. Raymond M. LaFontaine

REP. Martin A. Linsky
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UTfje (Commontoealtl) of iHatfsiacfjuacttß!

Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
defeat its purpose, which is to provide forthwith for the prevention
of unnecessary expansion of health care facilities until May the
thirty-first, nineteen hundred and seventy-two, therefore it is here-
by declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public convenience.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, no
2 person shall (a) commence construction of a new health care
3 facility at a specific location or commence construction altering,
4 adding to, making major repairs to, remodelling, renovating or
5 replacing an existing such facility or part thereof or (b) substan-
-6 tially change its services, during the period extending from the
7 effective date of this act to May the thirty-first, nineteen hundred
8 and seventy-two unless there is a determination by the department
9of public health that there is need therefor. Such determination

10 shall, upon request of the person applying therefor, be made after
11 hearing and shall be based upon current information concerning,

Jfonong other things, present and future needs, shall be in writing
13 and set forth the reasons therefor, shall be kept on file in the
14 office of the commissioner of public health and shall be a public
15record. Except in the case of an emergency requiring immediate
16action to prevent further damage to a healthcare facility or part
17 thereof, such determination shall be made only after ten days’
18 notice and opportunity to comment upon the need for such
19 construction or change in services has been given to the single
20 agency of the commonwealth and appropriate areawide health

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.

APPENDIX A

Chapter 1080, Acts of 1971

Act to prevent unnecessary expansion of health care
FACILITIES DURING THE PERIOD ENDING MAY THE THIRTY-
FIRST, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-TWO.
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21 planning agency designated pursuant to the provisions of Sections
22 314(a) and 314(b) of the Federal Public Health Service Act. The
23 provisions of this section shall not apply to any construction or
24 change in services requiring a capital expenditure of less than one
25 hundred thousand dollars.

1 SECTION 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of section fifty-one
2 of chapter one hundred and eleven of the General Laws, the
3 department of public health shall not issue any original license 10
4 establish or maintain a hospital, an institution for the care of
5 unwed mothers or a clinic, as defined in section fifty-two of said
6 chapter one hundred and eleven, during the period extending from
7 the effective date of this act to May the thirty-first, nineteen
8 hundred and seventy-two, unless there is a determination by said
9 department, in the manner provided in section one of this act, that

10 there is need for such a facility at the designated location.
11 Notwithstanding the provisions of section seventy-one of said
12 chapter one hundred and eleven, said department shall not issue
13 any original license to establish or maintain an infirmary main-
-14 tained in a town, a convalescent or nursing home, a rest home or
15 charitable home for the aged, as defined in said section, during the
16 period extending from the effective date of this act to May the
17 thirty-first, nineteen hundred and seventy-two unless there is a
18 determination by said department, in the manner provided in
19 section one of this act, that there is a need for such a facility at
20 the designated location.

1 SECTION 3. As used in this act the term “health care facility”
2 shall include (1) a hospital, institution for the care of unwed
3 mothers or clinic, as defined in section fifty-two of chapter one
4 hundred and eleven of the General Laws, and (2) a public medical
5 institution, which is any medical institution supported in whole or
6 in part by public funds, either Federal, State or Municipal staff^
7 by professional, medical and nursing personnel and providing medi-
-8 cal care, in accordance with standards established through licensing,
9 approval or certification for participation in the programs adminis-

-10 tered under Titles 18 and 19 of the Federal Social Security Act, by
11 the department of public health.
12 As used in this act, an “original license” shall mean a license
13 issued to a health care facility not previously licensed ora license
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14 issued to an existing health care facility in which there has been a
15 change in ownership or location.

1 SECTION 4. The department of public health is hereby autho-
-2 rized to promulgate rules and regulations necessary for the imple-
-3 mentation of this act.

SECTION 5. The superior court shall have jurisdiction in equity,
2 upon the petition of the department of public health or of any ten
3 taxpayers in the commonwealth, to enjoin any violation or im-
-4 minently threatened violation of the provisions of section one of
5 this act.

1 SECTION 6. This act shall take effect upon its passage and shall
2 cease to be effective on May the thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
3 seventy-two. Approved November 15, 1971.
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JOINT SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
HEALTH BENEFITS AND HEALTH SERVICES

Room 257, State House
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

November 3, 19?lr

Senate Bill No. 1453 and House Bill No. 6125 were referred
to the Joint Special Committee on Health Benefits and Health
Services on October 29, 1971. These bills generally propose to
control unnecessary expansion of health care facilities in the
Commonwealth, but they differ substantially in the particulars
of how to accomplish this. Each of these bills has certain
aspects, described below, which the Committee believes must be
considered carefully before it makes any final recommendation
for legislation in this area.

The principal thrust of each of these bills is to prevent
construction of new facilities deemed to be unnecessary by new
State agencies created by each bill. One of the bills, however,
S. 1453, does not relate back to previously constructed facilities
which are judged no longer necessary. The other bill, H. 6125,
does purport to relate back to older facilities but the method by
which they would be eliminated requires further definition. The
Committee wishes to consider methods whereby, in addition to
controlling new construction, the burden of supporting unneces-
sary, costly facilities of the past can be removed from the
taxpayers, the payers of health insurance premiums, and every
citizen of the Commonwealth. The Committee also wishes
consider means whereby the closing of an unnecessary facility
can be accomplished in the fairest possible manner from the
viewpoint of both the hospital and the public. It must be
realized that hospitals cannot be held entirely to blame for
construction in the past of inpatient beds which are no longer
deemed necessary. Other factors, such as the payment practices
of health insurance companies, must share this blame.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

APPENDIX B
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The Committee also wishes time to consider carefully alterna-
tive sanctions which might be applied to those violating any
control measure which the General Court might approve. Re-
moval of licensure, the sanction proposed by S. 1453, has had a
very poor history as an effective control device. Excluding the
capital costs of unnecessary facilities from the Blue Cross and
Medicaid rate base, the sanction proposed by H. 6125, might

- serve only to raise the price of care to those covered by other
health insurance, Medicare, and those who must pay their own
bills, without effecting any control over the proliferation of
unnecessary facilities. The Committee is now considering other
approaches toward enforcing any “certificate of need” legisla-
tion.

The Committee notes that both bills relate their sanctions
only to capitalization of new facilities. The Committee wishes to
take testimony on why sanctions should not relate also to the
operation and maintenance expense associated with unnecessary
facilities, since these ongoing expenses in many cases will dwarf
the amounts required for debt service.

There are many other aspects of the bills their application
to program as well as facility expansion, the structure of the
“certificate of need” agency, and the like which the Commit-
tee also wishes to examine in more detail.

Because of the urgency of the present situation evidenced
by hospital rate increases of approximately 15% per year - the
Committee recommends adoption of the attached proposal as an
interim measure until a final report on this matter has been
made to the General Court.

The attached bill would require that, until May 31, 1972, the
Department of Public Health would have to make a determina-
tion of need before construction of a health care facility or

J substantial change in services could commence. Its provisions
would not apply to such construction or service changes requir-
ing capitalization of less than $lOO,OOO. Injunctive relief is
provided for violation of any of the provisions of the attached
bill.
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Accordingly, the Joint Special Committee, to '
ferred S. 1453 and H. 6125, recommends that the
posed legislation ought to pass.

whom was re-
-5 attached pro-

Respectfully submitted,

SEN. Daniel J. Foley, Chairman

REP. Paul Murphy, Vice Chairman

SEN. John. F. Aylmer

SEN. George V. Kenneally, Jr.

REP. Roger S. Babb

REP. Louis P. Bertonazzi

REP. Edward J. Dever, Jr.

REP. Daniel L. Joyce, Jr.

REP. Raymond M. LaFontaine

REP. Martin A. Linsky
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two

An Act requiring a determination of need prior to sub-
stantial CHANGES BEING MADE IN CERTAIN HEALTH CARE
FACILITIES IN THE COMMONWEALTH.

Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
defeat its purpose, which is to provide forthwith for the more
appropriate allocation of certain resources for the provision of
health care services in the Commonwealth, therefore it is here-
by declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the immedi-
ate preservation of the public health, safety and convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 25 the following sections:
3 Section 25A. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law
4 other than a legislative act expressly superseding the provisions
5 of this section, no person or agency of the commonwealth or
6 any of its political subdivisions shall (a) make substantial
7 capital expenditure for construction of a health care facility or
8 (b) substantially change the services of such a facility unless
9 there is a determination by the department that there is need

10 therefor.

13 sources and the development of alternative or substitute
14 methods of delivering health care services to the end that
15 adequate health care services will be made reasonably available
16 to every person within the commonwealth at the lowest reason-
-17 able aggregate cost in such resources, public and private.
18 All applications for any such determination shall be filed
19 with the department, together with such other forms and

APPENDIX C

®fje Commontocaltf) of fflaiaacljusietW

11 The department, in making any such determination, shall
7 encourage the more appropriate allocation of health care re-
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information as shall be prescribed by, or acceptable to, the
department. A complete duplicate copy of any such applica-
tion, together with all supporting documentation therefor, shall
be a public record and kept on file in the central offices of the
department. The department may require, on its own motion, a
public hearing on any such application.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Except in the case of an emergency requiring immediate
action to prevent further damage to a health care facility, the*
department shall not act upon an application for such a deter-*'
ruination unless (a) the application has been on file with the
department for at least thirty days, (b) the state and appro-
priate regional comprehensive health planning agencies have
been provided copies of such application and supporting docu-
ments and given reasonable opportunity to comment thereon,
and (c) a public hearing has been held thereon when requested
by the applicant, the state or appropriate regional comprehen-
sive health planning agency, or any ten taxpayers of the com-
monwealth. The department may establish filing periods for
such applications and, in such event, shall determine at the
same time all complete applications filed during such a period
by health care facilities when to do otherwise would adversely
affect the likelihood of an affirmative determination of need
being made for any single applicant filing during such period.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

The department shall approve or disapprove, in whole or in
part, or otherwise act upon every such application in a timely
manner and such determinations of need shall be made in
writing, setting forth the reasons therefor, and, when any such
determination is inconsistent with specific recommendations
filed in a timely manner with the department by any person or
group empowered to request a public hearing by clause (c) of
the preceding paragraph, shall specifically address such inconsis-
tent reasons. Every determination of need and reasons therefak
shall be in writing, constitute a public record and be filed u.
the central offices of the department.

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

The department shall stipulate the period during which a
determination of need shall remain in effect, which in no event
shall be longer than three years, and shall condition the con-
tinued effectiveness of any such determination upon the appli-
cant (a) making reasonable progress toward completing the

54
55
56
57
58
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construction or substantial change in services for which need
was determined to exist, (b) complying with all other pro-
visions of law relating to the construction, licensure, and opera-
tion of health care facilities, and (c) complying with such
further terms and conditions as the department reasonably shall
require.

59
60
61
62
63
64

Section 258. Every person, at least thirty days prior to
making a public solicitation of funds or otherwise securing
financing construction of a health care facility or a substantial
change in its services, shall file written notice of his intent with
the department. The department may require such person to
file an application for determination of need for such construc-
tion or substantial change in services and to defer any such
soliciation of funds or securing of commitments for financing
until such application has been acted upon by the department
and such need has been found to exist; provided, however, that
failure of the department to comment upon a notice of intent
shall not be construed to constitute a determination that such
need exists.

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Each agency of the commonwealth and its political subdivi-
sions desiring to make substantial capital expenditure for con-
struction of a health care facility or to substantially change the
services of such a facility shall make application for determina-
tion of need therefor pursuant to Section twenty-five A, and
the department shall transmit a report of its determination
thereon to the agencies empowered to recommend and to make
appropriations of money for the applicant agency.

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Section 25C. Any person or agency filing an application for
determination of need under, or empowered to request a public
hearing by Section twenty-five A, and aggrieved by the deter-
mination thereof may file an appeal with the health facilities
appeals board established pursuant to Section 166 of Chapter 6
within fourteen days after such determination. Any such ap-
peal, in addition to any other requirements adopted by the
board, shall be accompanied by a certificate that it is not
knowingly interposed for delay, shall be heard by the board or
its designated hearing officer within thirty days after its filing
and shall be limited to consideration of whether or not the
determination and reasons therefor satisfy the requirements of

86
87
88
89
I'O
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
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Section twenty-five A and whether or not the department
reasonably could make such determination from substantial
evidence then before it. If the matter is heard by a hearing
officer, such officer, within thirty days after hearing, shall
submit a recommended decision, reasons therefor and a deter-
mination of each issue of fact or law necessary to the decision,
to the board. The board shall, within sixty days after filing of
the appeal, issue a final decision denying the appeal,
shall be subject to judicial review under the provisions of
Section fourteen of chapter thirty-A to the extent they are not
inconsistent with the provisions of this section, or order the
matter remanded to the department for action consistent with
the board’s opinion. All proceedings of the board shall be
subject to the provisions of chapter thirty-A to the extent they
are not inconsistent with the provisions of this section.

98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
1 10
11l
112

Section 25D. The department is hereby authorized and
directed to promulgate rules and regulations necessary for the
fair and impartial implementation of Sections twenty-five A
through twenty-five F.

1 13
114
115
116

Section 25E. The superior and supreme judicial courts shall
have jurisdiction, upon request of the department, the appro-
priate regional comprehensive health planning agency, or of any
ten taxpayers in the commonwealth to enforce the provisions
of Sections twenty-five A through twenty-five F. Any violation
of such provisions also shall constitute grounds for refusing to
grant or renew, modifying or revoking the license of a health
care facility or of any part thereof.

117
118
1 19
120
121
122
123
124

Section 25F. In sections twenty-five A to this section, inclu-
sive, the following words shall have the following meanings;

125
126

“Appropriate regional comprehensive health planning
agency,” the regional agency designated pursuant to the pro-
visions of section three hundred fourteen (b) of the
Public Health Service Act, which has geographical jurisdiction
of the area served by a health care facility.

127
128
129
130
131

“Construction”, includes construction of a new health care
facility; the alteration, expansion, making major repairs to,
remodeling, renovation or replacement of an existing health
care facility; the initial, additional or replacement equipping
of any such facility; the acquisition of consulting, architectural,

132
133
134
135
136
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137 and engineering services, and of site, when such acquisition is
138 directed toward an undertaking sufficiently specific to consti-
-139 tute the subject matter of an application for determination of
140 need under section twenty-five A.
141 “Department”, the department of public health; provided,
142 however, that no member of the public health council who is
143 an owner, in whole or in part, an officer or an employee of a
L44 health care facility, or bears any other fiduciary relationship to
145 such a facility, shall participate in any decision which would
146 substantially affect the facility to which he is related.
147 “Health care facility”, includes (1) a hospital, institution for
148 the care of unwed mothers or clinic, as defined in section
149 fifty-two, (2) a long-term care facility, which is an infirmary
150 maintained in a town, a convalescent or nursing home, a rest
151 home or a charitable home for the aged, as defined in section
152 seventy-one, (3) a public medical institution, which is any
153 medical institution, and after December 1, 1972, any institution
154 for the mentally ill or retarded, supported in whole or in part
155 by public funds, staffed by professional, medical and nursing
156 personnel and providing medical care, in accordance with stan-
-157 dards established through licensing, approval or certification for
158 participation in the programs administered under Titles 18 and
159 19 of the Federal Social Security Act, by the department and
160 (4) any part of such a facility; provided, however, that “health
161 care facility” shall not include a facility operated by a religious
162 group relying solely on spiritual means through prayer and
163 healing and in which health care by or under the supervision of
164 doctors of medicine, osteopathy, or dentistry is not provided.
165 “State comprehensive health planning agency”, the agency
166 designated pursuant to the provisions of section three hundred
167 fourteen (a) of the Federal Public Health Service Act.
’6B ' “Substantial capital expenditure”, the expenditure of a sum

of money, including an expenditure for the lease of capital
170 equipment at the purchase value of such equipment, for con-
-171 struction of a health care facility which exceeds, or may
172 reasonably be regarded as leading to an expenditure in excess
173 of, one hundred thousand dollars; provided, however, that the
174 department may increase such sum to not more than two
175 hundred thousand dollars for any class of health care facility
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201 for such period as the department maintains on file in its
202 central offices a written determination that it does not have
203 the resources necessary to administer sections twenty-five Ato
204 twenty-five F at the one hundred thousand dollar level.
205 “Substantial change in services”, includes a change in kind,
206 rather than degree, of service as further defined by the depart-
-207 ment; provided, however, that any increase in bed capacity of
208 more than four beds shall be a substantial change in service^
209 and provided further that any decrease in the level of service
210 offered by a nursing, convalescent or rest home which does not
21 1 involve a substantial capital expenditure shall not be subject to
212 the provisions of sections twenty-five A through twenty-five F.

1 SECTION 2. Chapter 6 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 165 the following section:
3 Section 166. There shall be within the executive office of
4 human services a health facilities appeals board, hereinafter
5 called the board, which shall act as prescribed in section
6 twenty-five C of chapter one hundred eleven with respect to
7 appeals filed pursuant to such section. The board shall consist
8 of five persons to be appointed for terms of three years by the
9 governor, at least three of whom shall be consumers of health

10 care services who are not officers, employees or bear any
11 fiduciary relationship to a person or institution providing
12 health care services. One consumer member who bears no such
13 relationship to a provider shall be a member of the bar of the
14 commonwealth and shall be designated by the governor to
15 serve as chairman of the board. Persons appointed to the board
16 shall be knowledgeable in matters pertaining to the delivery of
17 health care services, and the governor in making such appoint-
-18 ments shall consider any persons recommended to him for such
19 purpose by the comprehensive health planning agencies estal<%
20 lished pursuant to sections 314 (a) and 314 (b) of the Federal
21 Public Health Service Act.
22 Each member of the board shall be paid fifty dollars for
23 each day spent in the performance of his duty, not to exceed
24 six thousand dollars in any fiscal year, and shall be reimbursed
25 for expenses actually and necessarily incurred in the discharge
26 of his duties.
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The board, subject to appropriation, may employ such per-
sons, none of whom shall be subject to the provisions of
chapter thirty-one or section nine A of chapter thirty, as may
be required to discharge its responsibilities. Such persons may
include, without limitation, hearing officers and persons ex-
perienced in serving as masters and auditors in the supreme
judicial and superior courts.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

»

SECTION 3. Section 16 of chapter 6A, as added by section
3 of chapter 704 of the acts of 1969, is hereby amended by
inserting in the first paragraph, after the words “health and
welfare commission;” the following words: health facilities
appeals board;.

1
7

3
4
5

SECTION 4. All proceedings related to applications for
determinations of need filed pursuant to chapter 1080 of the
acts of 1971 and pending before the department of public
health immediately prior to the expiration date of said chapter
1080 shall continue unabated and be deemed to be commenced
under and be pending before said department under the provi-
sions of sections twenty-five A to twenty-five F of chapter one
hundred and eleven of the General Laws, as inserted by this
act; provided, however, that any such proceeding which relates
to a transfer of license and does not involve a “substantial
capital expenditure” or a “substantial change in services” as
defined in section twenty-five F of said chapter one hundred
eleven, as inserted by this act, shall terminate on the expiration
date of said chapter 1080. All determinations of need granted
and actions taken by the department of public health under
the provisions of said chapter 1080 shall remain in full force
and effect and be deemed to be granted or taken under the
provisions of sections 25A to 25F of chapter 111 of the
General Laws, as inserted by this act. All health care facilities
the construction of which was validly commenced prior to the
effective date of this act and which were not subject to said
chapter 1080 shall become subject to the provisions of this act
upon completion of such construction if they are otherwise
subject to the provisions of said sections 25 A to 25F.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
'8
19
20
21
22
23
24
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1 SECTION 5. In making his initial appointments under sec-
-2 tion one hundred sixty-six of chapter six of the General Laws,
3 the Governor shall make two appointments for one year, two
4 appointments for two years and one appointment for three
5 years.

1 SECTION 6. This act shall take effect June first, nineteen
2 hundred and seventy-two. I

*
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(

Information from the Department of Public Health

on April 19, 1972, concerning

certification of need.

APPENDIX D
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a

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 inserting the following new section:
3 Section 25G. The department, in order to identify the loca-
-4 tion, distribution and nature of all health care resources in the
5 commonwealth shall establish and maintain on a current basis
6 an inventory of all such resources together with all other
7 reasonably pertinent information concerning such resources.
8 For purposes of this section, a health care resource shall in-
-9 elude any resource, whether personal or institutional in nature

10 and whether owned or operated by any person, the common-
-11 wealth or political subdivision thereof, the principal purpose of
12, which is to provide, or facilitate the provision of, services for
13 the prevention, detection, diagnosis or treatment of those
14 physical and mental conditions experienced by humans which
15 ususally are the result of, or result in, disease, injury, defor-
-16 mity, or pain; and provided that the term “treatment” shall
17 include custodial and rehabilitative care incident to infirmity,
x 8 developmental disability or old age.
19 Such inventory and all related information shall be main-

-20 tained in a form usable by the general public in a designated
21 office of the department, shall constitute a public record, and
22 shall be coordinated with information collected by the depart-
-23 ment under other provisions of law, federal and state census
24 information, and other vital statistics from reliable sources;
25 provided, however, that any item of information which is

APPENDIX E

IKlje Commontoealtf) of iHafifiacfjuKetW

An Act authorizing and directing the department of pub-

lic HEALTH TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN AN INVENTORY OF
HEALTH CARE RESOURCES IN THE COMMONWEALTH.
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26 confidential or privileged in nature shall not be regarded as a
27 public record under this section.
28 The department may require health care resources to provide
29 information for the purposes of this section and may prescribe
30 by regulation uniform reporting requirements. In prescribing
31 such regulations the department shall strive to make any re-
-32 ports required under this section of mutual benefit to those
33 providing as well as those using such information, and shall.
34 avoid placing any burdens on such providers which are not* v

35 reasonably necessary to accomplish the purposes of this sec-
-36 tion.
37 The department shall publish analyses, reports and inter-
-38 pretations of information collected under this section in order
39 to further public knowledge concerning the distribution and
40 nature of health care resources in the commonwealth.
41 Agencies of the Commonwealth which collect cost or other
42 data concerning health care resources shall cooperate with the
43 department in coordinating such data with information col-
-44 lected under this section.

*
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November 24, 1971.

Mr. Robert Wood, President
University of Massachusetts
85 Devonshire Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Dear President Wood:

I have your letter of November 24, 1971, requesting an opinion
as to the effect of St. 1971, c. 1080 on the construction of the
teaching hospital of the University of Massachusetts Medical
School.

It is well settled that the Commonwealth, as a sovereign, is not
subject to its own laws except as expressly provided. In view of
the language used in the statute, I think it clear that the statute
does not apply to construction of the hospital.

Yours very truly,

WALTER H. MAYO 111
Assistant Attorney General

Chief, Administrative DivisionWHM:AMJ
*

APPENDIX F
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Documentation of NeedI

a)
b)

Statistical Evidence
Synthesis

The Facility and AgencyII

Presenta)
b) Proposed

Projected Influence of Proposed Program111

prepared by

Massachusetts Health Planning Data Committee

May 4, 1972
»

APPENDIX H

GUIDELINES FOR HEALTH FACILITIES
APPLYING FOR CERTIFICATE OF NEED

Introduction
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The goal of the health system is to deliver quality and timely
medical care in a cost conscious manner. Therefore, new and
expanded services must be developed only on response to demon-
strated need. A process for identification of need and rational
program development must be the goal of all segments of
health community.

The material in the following sections is intended to assist the
applicant to systematically consider the factors involved in arriving
at a sound decision to initiate a new program. The sections do not
replace the formal application for a Certificate of Need. Rather,
they serve to guide the applicant in developing his program plan.
This document amplifies the requirements stated in the Regulations
and will provide the applicant with definitions and suggested
sources of data. Individualization will be necessary, depending on
the specific facility or agency and its plans.

The responsibility for the establishment of need for a given
program is the applicants. It is incumbent upon him to prepare a
clear and concise presentation of the facts that will allow the
official and voluntary review agencies to render a fair and balanced
judgment.

While the justification of need must be provided by the appli-
cant, it is unrealistic to expect that he can supply all the com-
ponents necessary to accomplish this task. The applicant should
contract the Comprehensive Health Planning Agency in his area for
assistance. The Massachusetts Department of Public Health can also
offer valuable assistance. Both agencies are in a position to refer
the applicant to other resources as needed.

%

Introduction
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Guidelines for Health Facilities
Applying for Certificate of Need

Category Item
A. Patient origin information

B. Geographic service area defined with
maps

proposed target population with age,
sex and other breakdowns as appro-
priate.

2. Population trends which have a bear-
ing on the health of the target popu-
lation or quantity of services under
consideration

I

DOCUMEN-
TATION D. Vital statistics indicators pertinent to

proposed programs
E. Morbidity information where pertinentOF

F. Physical and sociological environmental
data of proposed service area where per-

NEED

tinenta) Statistical
G. A statement on the present and pro-

jected public transportation, highway
and traffic patterns as related to patient
care and health personnel accessibility

Evidence

H. An inventory of services provided by
agencies and institutions who currently
operate programs similar to those under
consideration including utilization, occu-
pancy and other pertinent data

I. Numbers of pertinent health manpower
in the proposed service area

1. Facility dependence on the commun-
ity for its patients

C. Socio-economic and demographic data
1. Numbers of people in the specific

1. Dependence of the community on
the facility or agency
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Category Item

A. Summary of reasons for the proposed
program

I 2. A summary of the community’s in-
volvement in the decision to under-
take the proposed program, including
the community’s reaction to plans
for the program (See Section lb, A2)

DOCUMEN-
TATION

OF
3. A description of how the community

has been and is currently involved in
the applicant-facility’s direction and
management

NEED

(Continued)
B. Relationships between the proposed pro-

gram and existing plans and servicesb) Synthesis

1. A description of how the proposed
program conforms to existing com-
munity, Area, Regional, State or
other geographic priorities

and

Interpretation

2. Where other similar facilities or ser-
vices exist, a summary description of
how the proposed program does not
constitute unjustified duplication

1. An interpretation of statistical evi-Jt'
dence presented in Section la, to
justify the proposed program
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ItemCategory

A. Major service orientation of the facility
or agency

B. Organization chart identifying adminis-
trative structure and functional relation-
ship

E. Current agreements and contracts relat-
ing to operations of facility and agencies
and relationships with other facilities and
agencies

II

THE
F. Type and degree of involvement with

community groups (See Section lb, A2)FACILITY
G. Admission policies and procedures, size,

composition of waiting list, length of
waiting period

OR

AGENCY
H. Services provided by the facility or agen-

cy including: type, eligibility criteria,
capacity, (beds by service) utilization or
occupancy rates, trends, service statistics
by age, sex, diagnosis, residence

a) Present

Status

J. Staff and paid consultants, including
presently budgeted positions, filled and
unfilled, classified by profession, service
connection, full-time, part-time or aver-
age hours per month and, when perti-
nent, affiliations with other facilities and
agencies. Academic qualification of each
service director

C. Rating of the facility or agency by
recognized approving bodies. Confor-
mance with federal and state standards

D. Composition and functions of major
policy-making and planning bodies

I. Nature and scope of correction of non-
conforming practices of facilities or agen-
cies
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ItemCategory

K. Training activities including residencies,
internships, and short-term training pro-
grams by purpose, subject, frequency
length of course, number of trainees

L. Discharge planning procedures including
numbers served by age, diagnostic cate-
gory, and place of referral

M. Utilization review plan including descrip-
tion of plan, function of committee(s),
records of activities covering findings,
recommendations and results

N. Special studies currently conducted to
improve quality of care including, objec-
tive(s), study director, duration, staff,
budget, findings and impact on opera-
tions

O. Fiscal statement including:

operating budget, source of income
fees for service by source type *

and percent of total other
sources: investments, etc.

expenses
payroll, operating costs, costs per
square foot

�

II a) (Cont’d)
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ItemCategory

A. Identification of proposed additions or
changes;

type of service
estimated cost beds, anticipated case-
load, footage, equipment (basis of es-
timates)

B. Justification for changes and proposed
service area (Section la, B and Ha, H)

C. Program priority in relation to other in-
ternal and external priorities (See Sec-
tion III)II

long-range plans of facility or agency
over-all community plans

citizens expectations and demands
D. Impact on existing services of facility or

agency and similar or related services in
area

OR

E. Manpower needs, assessment of avail-
ability, plans for recruitment, alternate
models for improved personnel utiliza-
tion

F. Agreements, contracts, formal arrange-
ments with related facilities or agen-
cies linkages with other components of
medical care system

G. Financial considerations:
procedures introduced to increase
cost efficiency

*

effect on per diem rate for service,
operating cost, etc.
economic feasibility of proposal, pro-
posed plans for financing

b) Proposed

THE

FACILITY

AGENCY

Program
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I

I

i

*

%

*

II b) (Cont’d) Relationship of cost compared to poten-
tial benefit to be achieved

I. Plans for use of old buildings following
new construction
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ItemCategory

A. A description of the applicant’s long-
range plans and how the proposed pro-
gram conforms to it

B. A description of the expected impact of
the proposed program on the fiscal oper-
ations of the facility or agency, including
anticipated changes in reimbursement

C. Where the proposed program seeks to
improve utilization of personnel, a quan-
titative projection of how savings, reallo-
cation of manpower, and development of
new health professions (as appropriate)
will accrue as a result of the program

D. Provision and explanation of statistical
indicators that will permit the applicant
to determine need of the proposed pro-
gram at a predetermined future time,
and to evaluate the success of the pro-
gram in fulfilling that need
1. A summary description of how the

program will effect the quality of
care

PROGRAM 2. A summary description of how the
proposed program will improve acces-
sibility and/or efficiency in the pro-
vision of health services

E. Projections of the effect the proposed
program will have on existing facilities or
agency and its services

F. A description of the economic and en-
vironmental impacts the proposed pro-
gram will have on the place where the
applicant is located

G. Alternate plans if proposed program not
approved

111

PROJECTED

INFLUENCE

OF THE

PROPOSED
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Report of
The Massachusetts Health
Planning Data Committee

May 1972
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TOWARD A MASSACHUSETTS
HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM
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I. What Statistics are Presently Being Collected, By Whom, and
For What?

This question has been asked frequently in past years, and to a
certain extent answered fairly well. Two documents stand out. The
first, “Actual and Potential Sources of Health and Related In-
formation for Greater Boston,” was an appendix to Problems and
perspectives in the Design of a Community Health Information
System, a study conducted by the Joint Center for Urban Studies
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard Univer-
sity. It is a comprehensive listing of relevant health information
collected by a host of different organizations. The second docu-
ment, Preliminary Listing of Sources of Information Pertinent to
Planning Health Services in Massachusetts, is Research Report
Number 6 of the Office of Comprehensive Health Planning. Similar
in format to the Joint Center document, it is, however, more
recent and more extensive, covering the entire state.

The Preliminary Listing is currently the most detailed answer to
the first of the four questions. If the document does nothing else,
its length and numerous listings will convey the fragmented state
of health information as it currently exists. Rather than duplicate
vast portions of this document in our report, we will instead focus
on some of the major information sets that are currently more
useful than others. These we will classify into seven categories:

1) Health Service Utilization Information
A) Hospital care.
B) Ambulatory care,
C) Long-term care,

2) Cost Information;
3) Health Status Information;
4) Health Services and Facilities Inventory;
5) Health Manpower Inventory;
6) Vital Statistics
7) Demographic Information.

A list of major information sources currently available for each
of the categories is included in the accompanying tables.

This report will not attempt to describe these sources in great
detail because they have been described in the two documents
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mentioned. In describing the gaps that exist between what we are
currently collecting and what we should be collecting, this report
will describe in general terms the weaknesses of the data. One
point should be stressed. Much of the data currently collected,
particularly that describing health service utilization, is collected
for narrowly defined operational control, rather than for the host
of policy, planning, program management, and evaluation purposes
for which they may be needed. Generally speaking, information
operational control requires detailed data in a few files,
information for policy development and planning usually requires
many files with summary data. It is almost universally the case
that agencies collecting data give very little attention to its poten-
tial application beyond the agency’s domain. Thus a great deal of
the data collected, while applicable to the institution, is not gen-
erally useful to all those who might seek or potentially profit from
health information.

The purpose of the state health information system is to provide
reliable and continuing base line data of the kind urgently needed
to aid decision-making relating to health care delivery in the
Commonwealth, particularly as these decisions determine;

1) allocation of resources;
2) management of health care programs in the public sector;

and
3) evaluation of programs for which the Commonwealth or its

regions bear mandated responsibility.

Because such a system must be designed to serve multiple users
with multiple and changing information requirements, its technical
design should stress flexibility, and the ability to adapt to new
information demands. The goal is to build a system with the
capability to combine relevant data from many sources to product"
the particular information a given user needs to address a problem
occurring at any time.

Similarly, in order to assure the comparability of data within
categories, it is essential that there be standard definitions and
standard procedures for the collection, processing, cataloging and
analysis of data that enters the system.

11. What Statistics Should We be Collecting?
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The health information system should be flexible enough so that
a dynamic development process will prevail. Since we currently do
not and cannot know all future information needs of our evolving
health care system, there must be a definite mechanism for altera-
tion. The certificate of need information requirements suggest an
excellent example of why the system must be flexible. The current
philosophy is more toward placing disincentives so as to restrict

[development of unneeded facilities; in the long run a more useful
philosophy may be to provide a system of incentives to encourage
needed facilities. Such a change in philosophy will clearly affect
information needs.

Ideally, the system should provide data for the State, its regions,
and its localities which will accurately reflect the:

1) physical and mental health of these populations
2) use of health services by these populations including pre-

ventive, diagnostic, curative, and rehabilitative care and
their costs;

3) available health resources, facilities, services, and manpower;
4) basic demographic related social and economic character-

istics of the population;
5) knowledge, practices, and attitudes toward health and

health care.

Recently an attempt to describe a set of priorities for improve-
ment of some components of the existing health information was
completed by the Office of the Secretary for Human Services in
conjunction with several other agencies. The proposal, A Massachu-
setts Cooperative Health Statistics System, defined a set of priori-
ties for the development of a system and the improvement of some
particular components. Much of the document still remains valid
and reasonably parallels what the Massachusetts Health Planning
Data Committee membership feels are priority needs. We have,
however, decided to define a slightly modified set of priorities
based on the experience that some committee members had in
assisting with the proposal development. This set of priorities is
based on two complementary criteria: one, that some components
are urgently needed to fulfill certificate of need and other critical
program requirements; and two, that the improvements described
can be accomplished with minimal or no additional resources and
in a reasonably short time span.
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The priorities, in approximate order, that we define are grouped
into the following components:

1) hospital discharge abstract;
2) cost information;
3) demographic information;
4) facilities inventory;
5) long-term care;
6) health manpower;
7) emergency medical care;
8) vital statistics;
9) ambulatory care.

These components will be described further. Additional improve-
ments can be made. Some are suggested in the Massachusetts
Cooperative Health Statistics System; others may include transpor-
tation routes and plans, land use and economic development plans,
zoning, economic indices and projections, social indicators of var-
ious sorts, etc. Since most of the latter kinds of data need to be
generated for all types of state and regional planning, economic
and social, notwithstanding their importance they will not be
considered in this discussion of a health information system.

1. Hospital Discharge Abstract Component

It is the opinion of the majority of the Massachusetts Health
Planning Data Committee that a uniform hospital discharge ab-
stract system should be developed for the State. The minimum set
of data for each period of hospitalization would include hospital
identification, patient identification, residence, date of birth, sex,
social characteristics, admission and discharge dates, service to
which admitted, physician identification, diagnoses, procedures and
services provided, disposition, principal source of payment, and
charges. The development of data collection mechanisms whicha.
provide a summary about the individual patient and his episode of"'
illness in the short term general hospital are critical for efficient,
effective management and planning of the health care delivery
system. Specifically, the data would be used to:

1) delineate hospital service areas and patterns of community
dependency;
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2) delineate the rates of hospital related morbidity by linkage
with census data and projections of population;

3) analyze the relationship between actual morbidity and mor-
bidity projected from the National Health Survey and to
use these indicators for an in-depth identification of spe-
cific problems and needs;

4) project future hospital and bed service need from historic
use pattern coupled with projected population shifts;

5) delineate per capita rates of hospital expenditure for var-
ious geographic areas and variations in these rates by link-
age with existing cost data;

6) enable community-wide peer review.
We are presently unable to do any of these analyses adequately.

These data are essential elements to determining certificate of need
and must be of a uniform standard to assist in making such
judgments.

A prototype of a hospital discharge abstract system has been
developed by the Region VII Comprehensive Health Planning
Council. This system, through computer programming, links to-
gether information supplied by Region Vll’s hospitals to one of
three different but generally compatible hospital discharge abstract-
ing systems 1 thus creating one file describing almost all 2 hospitali-
zations for Region VII. The prototype has demonstrated the use-
fulness and cost effectiveness of the system. Further details of this
component can be found in the Massachusetts Cooperative Health
Statistics System proposal.

2. Cost Information Component

Presently those of us working with data and trying to provide
information to the agencies needing to develop new services or
close unnecessary services are operating under severe handicaps

fth regard to cost information:
1) Cost information is not in any form that allows it to be

1 The Professional Advisory Service, the Utilization Information Service of the Massa-
chusetts Hospital Association, and the Blue Cross Data Service.

2 Several small hospitals accounting for approximately 4 percent of all hospitalizations
are not included because they do not subscribe to a discharge abstract system.
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related to specific components within the whole system of
health care delivery;

2) In those areas where cost information is available, such as
the Rate Setting Commission, it is not retrievable;

3) The agencies collecting this information collect for different
purposes and definitions are not compatible.

Unless we can begin to put cost information together with such
things as manpower, services, facilities, utilization, etc. we simplyjr
are not providing adequate information to make allocation deci-
sions to develop better health services.

There are two different emphases that can be given to improving
the use of cost information in health system planning, manage-
ment, and evaluation functions. First, the audited cost information
that the Rate Setting Commission collects using form HCF 400
and that is being stored in machine readable form by Blue Cross,
should be programmed so as to allow linkage with utilization and
population information and permit secondary analysis using statis-
tical and econometric techniques. While form HCF 400 is fairly
suitable for acute general hospitals, it is inadequate for other
health care institutions. Adequate forms should be developed. A
state-wide uniform computer-based hospital accounting system used
for management purposes by every hospital would allow the in-
formation requried for HCF 400 (or a similar but improved
format) to be generated routinely from standardized input.

Secondly, a standard claims form for all third-party reimburse-
ment, which is designed so that it can be machine processed easily,
would be an important step toward more accurately describing the
flow of money through certain sectors of the health system. By
establishing a common geographic-based file and linking this file to
others, the relationships between health care financing and utiliza-
tion or other factors can be described.

3. Demographic Component
The 1970 Federal Census makes extensive use of modern tech-

nology, allowing for easy linkage with other system components
through geographic coding. We are fortunate to have access to
ADMATCH programs and DIME files developed for urban areas in
Massachusetts, Far too little use, however, has been made of this
capacity for developing and using small area analyses.
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The 1970 Census, obviously, loses reliability as time moves
further from 1970. While the Massachusetts State Census scheduled
for 1975 will ease this problem, many committee members have
suggested the need for accurate annual census estimates to serve as
base data each year for comparisons with other components of the
health information system. Two methods have been suggested to
produce these annual estimates. The first would employ population
Rejection techniques to extrapolate from 1970 (or 1975) base

data. The second would strengthen local annual census efforts so
that they would take advantage of computer technology and be
conveniently aggregated to provide an annual state census. For
instance, the school census and the voting census currently legally
mandated would serve very well for this purpose, were the com-
pleteness and reliability improved.

The Department of Public Health has been developing its Facil-
ities Inventory Retrieval and Maintenance (FIRM) system over the
past three years to maintain an up-to-date, computerized file of
information on every provider of health services in the State. At
present, hospitals, nursing and rest homes, home health agencies,
licensed clinics, licensed ambulance services, blood banks, and ra-
diology services are so listed. The Division of Medical Care is
working with the American and Massachusetts Hospital Associa-
tions and with the Joint Commission of Accreditation of Hospitals
to obtain data collected by those agencies to add to FIRM.
Considerable detail on types and numbers of services delivered,
personnel employed, and costs would allow analysis, development,
and regulation of services in a far more coherent manner than is
now possible. Additional categories of services should also be
included, such as medical laboratories, intensive care units, and

K'ices for handicapped children. Ultimately, the State should
have a computerized file on health services which can provide
local, area, region, or State-wide aggregation and analysis for any
type of service, whatever the scope of services overall under the
auspices of the provider.

Such data and analyses are absolutely essential for a meaningful
Certificate of Need program to be implemented, and for resources
to be allocated to areas of greatest need for service development.

4. Facilities Inventory Component
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At the present time, a central issue in long-term care is the
adequacy of the distribution of facilities. The assessment of ade-
quacy is critically dependent on the collection of accurate statistics
on current utilization patterns. These statistics can be utilized in
delineating origin studies of the users of the several categories of
long-term care services users and population profiles of actual,
utilization and institutionally attended morbidity. These data can
be compared with expected rates of utilization (as delineated from
the National Survey on expected -morbidity to utilizations with
corrections for age, income, etc.) to indicate over- and under-
utilization of facilities.

For example, preliminary assessments of patients in Massa-
chusetts nursing homes indicate that forty percent of current
patients are receiving more costly care than their medical needs
indicate. Fourteen percent appear not to need institutional care at
all. Development of an ongoing system for assessing the status and
needs of each patient and the linkage of reimbursement rates to
that assessment will exert strong pressures on care providers toward
giving only the required services; the service capacity thereby freed
will presumably generate actions to locate members of the popula-
tion needing more care than now received, and developing reim-
bursement for their care. The combination of controls and market
mechanics should contribute jointly to increasingly rational and
efficient use of long-term care resources.

Home health agencies and home care programs are required by
regulations governing administration of Title XVIII and XIX of the
Social Security Act to provide reports and statistics as directed.

In the past 2-3 years home health agencies and several of the
home care programs have become interested in development and
utilization of a standardized patient record form and the
tion of this data into monthly and annual summaries. At this time
the climate is ideal to introduce such reporting forms and to tie
this data into the total pool of statistics in the “Long-Term Care
Component.”

Another important question to be elucidated is the substitut-
ability of the various modes of providing chronic care. Comparison
of community patterns of long-term care use will suggest some of

5. Long-Term Care Component
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the determinants, when arrayed against socio-economic and cultural
variables. Cross-tabulation of long-term care patterns against mor-
tality statistics may provide vital information about the effects and
effectiveness of alternative forms of care.

The Board of Registration in Medicine has records listing all
ihysicians registered to practice in the State. The Board does not

routinely or systematically, however, remove the names of physi-
cians who have retired, moved out of the State, moved within the
State, or died. No accurate assessment of the numbers of physi-
cians actively practicing within the State, or parts thereof, can
therefore be made. The American Medical Association collects and
maintains files on physicians, whatever their practice status and
whatever their location. Immediate action by the State to up-date
the Board of Registration’s records and to negotiate access to the
American Medical Association’s tapes would allow health planners
to know precisely where the State’s physicians are located. This is
essential. Additional information concerning their type of practice
and statistics on patient origin will further increase the ability of
the State and interested voluntary groups to pin-point scarcity
areas and to plan service development accordingly.

Similarly, the State Board of Registration of Nurses has informa-
tion on area of residence, area of practice, age, employment status,
etc. on nurses in Massachusetts. Due to the lack of funds this
information, although on punch cards, sits little used causing great
expense and reliability problems related to hand tabulating for
those agencies, hospitals, etc. needing to have such information.

Without these types of manpower information readily available,
projections, assessments, types of available resources cannot be
made and this presents a serious handicap in developing better
£alth care and appropriate programs for specific areas of the

State.

Uniform standard reporting for the delivery of emergency medi-
cal services is of great importance to those of us involved in
assessing the health care system. It comprises the second largest

7. Emergency Medical Care Component

6. Health Manpower Component
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volume of visits for primary care. Currently, there are no utiliza-
tion figures which can be used by several groups to characterize
the use made of this expensive commodity.

The Health Department has an inventory of emergency facilities
which should be updated at regular intervals. While this informa-
tion serves some useful purposes in terms of describing hospital
emergency facilities, without being able to collate that with utiliza-
tion and costs, the information is another example of
data.

Uniform encounter forms to be used by each facility for emer-
gency services which could be reported into the information sys-
tem would allow for meaningful analysis by providers and data
collectors alike.

Emergency medical service extends across the spectrum of medi-
cal care and must be incorporated into the figures and information
concerning the health system.

Account must also be taken so that adequate information is
available for disaster planning, a closely related task.
8. Vital Statistics Component

Recording of patient’s addresses for all health service transac-
tions is essential for the subsequent identification of subpopula-
tions with particular problems of health status or access to services.
Without the ability to compile statistics at least down to the
census tract level, one may easily overlook serious problems which
are submerged in large area population figures. A city, for example,
may have an infant death rate which is no higher than the State
average; high infant death rates for some sections of the city are
averaged out by low rates for other sections.

The Department of Public Health is currently coding birth and
death records by census tract in the city of Boston. This practice
should be expanded to include all census tracted areas of the
Other health records, such as those for hospital, nursing
ambulance, and other services, should routinely carry patient ad-
dress. Through this practice, the pin-pointing of health problems
will be tremendously facilitated. Without this geo-coding attached
to the vital statistics, we are not able to utilize these very impor-
tant data to pin-point areas of great need. Mortality data is a key
indicator of health status; not being able to attach it to small areas
across the State leaves a great gap in problem finding and solving.

A second important issue is that this system of vital statistics
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integrated with census information can then expand across the
horizon of data collected in all other areas. This begins to set up a
usable, necessary linkage system that can be analyzed for small
geographic areas and for larger entities as well.

While the Committee felt that improving the Commonwealth’s
ambulatory care delivery system is perhaps of highest priority, it
ias not felt that the complex task of developing an information
system to monitor the current ambulatory care system could be
completed in a relatively short time period or with minimal addi-
tional inputs. Realizing the importance of ambulatory care, how-
ever, it was felt that initial exploratory research and development
efforts should be made so that within several years time a viable
ambulatory care information system could be constructed. Some
local efforts in this area have already been made, including the
development of a uniform encounter form at the Center for Com-
munity Health and Medical Care, Harvard Medical School. These
and other efforts should be assessed for their relevance to the
Commonwealth’s situation, and if warranted, should be tested
systematically.

111. What Are the Gaps Between What is Presently Being Collected
and What Should Be Collected?

The Committee has interpreted the meaning of the word “gaps
in several different ways.

First, there are those weaknesses which limit the reliability,
validity, and usefulness of current data sets. We have identified
seven common causes;

1) not collected at a single source no integrated or usable
file;

2) not all units in system report;
3) data items insufficient for needs of multiple users
4) small geographic area or medical service area analysis not

possible or feasible;
5) data collected at too infrequent intervals;
6) format or reliability problems in data reported
7) collecting agency may not give access.

The following series of charts describe existing data sets with
respect to these seven types of gaps.

9. Ambulatory Care Component
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In addition to these gaps, an equally serious set of gaps results
from the fact that there is no well conceived conceptual model for
a Massachusetts health information system. Currently existing sets
of data and even those proposed in the Massachusetts Cooperative
Health Statistics System have been chosen on a component-by-
component basis rather than through systematic analysis, of the
health system to describe planning, management, and evaluation
health information needs. Some of the materials in the
answering the question of what statistics we should be collecting
get at the issues of an integrated conceptual model by discussing
reasonable data linkages and the uses of linked data. Since we are
confident that the information components described in Section II
will ultimately be part of the system’s concepts derived through
analysis, we do not feel that efforts to improve or implement these
components should wait the completion of an adequate conceptual
model. Neither should they supplant or replace it. A vigorous
effort to develop a conceptual model based on the utility of
information for planning, management, and evaluation at many loci
should be the keystone of health information system development.
Efforts to this end should begin immediately and continue as our
ability to define health information needs grows with practice.

IV. What Are the Alternative Administrative Mechanisms Which
Would Minimize Duplication of Effort, Maximize the Collection of
Appropriate Statistics and Access to Data? What are the Costs and
Benefits of These Alternative Mechanisms?

The majority of the Massachusetts Health Planning Data Com-
mittee membership feels that significant and needed improvements
can be accomplished by a planned approach to strengthen and
improve selected existing information capabilities. The system must
be planned and controlled to meet a host of needs including policy
development, systems planning, program planning,
management, program evaluation and system evaluation.

The “health information broker system” described in Problems
and Perspectives in the Design of a Community Health Information
System (Joint Center for Urban Studies of M.I.T. and Harvard
University) is a proposal which attempted to provide some central-
ization to the currently fragmented system through a voluntary
process. Since the legislated certificate of need process must be
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able to stand legal tests of due process and since the health system
ultimately produced by the certificate of need process must guar-
antee a reasonably equitable geographic distribution of health re-
sources and access to these resources for the citizens of Massachu-
setts, it is essential that a health information system, a sine qua
non of due process and equal access, not be left to the vicissitudes
of a voluntary process. A “health information broker system”
Ifering central control to a functionally decentralized system

while guaranteeing advisory inputs by all information providers and
users should be supported by either legislative or regulatory
powers.

Whatever agency might eventually provide the central focus, it
must ultimately accomplish the following;

1) Unite through leadership and command the trust of all
providers and users of information;

2) Command the ability through law or regulatory authority
to mandate uniform data of specified quality as required by
public policy decision makers;

3)Regularly receive adequate funds to staff its functions with
qualified personnel;

4) Remain independent of political manipulation;
5) Develop and specify policies on access, privacy, and con-

fidentiality and establish a mechanism for implementation
of these policies;

6) Develop an adequate conceptual model to guide the devel-
opment of a health information system;

7) Help the health community learn to use appropriate com-
puter methods to serve their particular needs;

8)Plan for compatibility with other information systems
9) Make existing data more accessible through file merging and

exchange;
10)Develop integration of aggregate information for secondary

analysis;
11) the extent and quality of available data;
12)Develop new sets of data as needed.

The Committee has debated to some extent the organizational
location, and while no consensus was reached three alternatives are
offered as examples: a multi-state facility, an existing state agency,
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and a quasi-public corporation. There are merits and demerits in
each of these.

One example is a multi-state health information facility such as
the New England Center for Health Statistics located in Durham,
New Hampshire. This agency is part of the New England Center
funded partially through the New England Regional Commission
and partially through the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. The Center has had difficulty generating sufficient finan|P'
cial resources. 1 Were this difficulty corrected it is at least theoreti-
cally possible that the Center could serve Massachusetts needs. It
may be, however, that it could not manage the organizational
problems of securing, processing, analyzing, and transmitting data
from the entire New England Region, no matter how handsomely
it might be funded. Certainly the process would be a slow one,
perhaps slower than Massachusetts can afford.

Another alternative might be to choose an existing state agency
such as the Department of Public Health or the Secretariat for
Human Services and establish an independent division on health
information, charged with overseeing and coordinating the develop-
ment of health data needed by all departments of state government
and other users. Such an agency should have an advisory commit-
tee composed of the principal users and suppliers of data. Large
parcels of work might be and should be subcontracted to voluntary
agencies or data processing concerns. The central agency, however,
must have responsibility for determining format, frequency of
reports, etc. and of establishing guidelines to control the data
quality. Regulatory authority would have to make clear the un-
equivocal right of this state agency to command the data that users
need. A disadvantage to such a state system is the difficulty of
attracting a qualified staff under present civil service contracts.

The weaknesses of this approach are the political problems ani
practical difficulties encountered with the process of inter-agenc*
coordination.

Another possibility discussed was to establish through the legisla-
tive process a quasi-public corporation, an independent, self-
supporting information facility for Massachusetts. A model exists

1 A recent decision to incorporate as a non-profit corporation in New Hampshire is partially
to make receiving funds easier.
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in the Maryland agency, Hospital Service Analysis Corporation.
Again much of the work would be done by a contractor and an
advisory committee of users, and data suppliers would be essential.
Such a facility might be funded in part by data users and in part
by a special levy on providers’ revenues from patients. Indepen-
dence from the political environment of state government as well
as from state civil service regulations might make this a particularly
lesirable form. Legal authority would have to make clear the
uniequivocal right of this state agency to command the data that
users need.

Whichever of their mechanisms are chosen and for whatever
reasons, the key issue is that the “broker system” be carried out at
the highest possible organizational level to insure its acceptability
and its mandate.
V. Recommendations

The Massachusetts Health Planning Data Committee by virtue of
this report has recommended three basic efforts, each inter-
dependent and each long overdue:

the designation or establishment of an agency to oversee the
development of a rational health information system;

the development of an adequate conceptual model for a health
information system;

immediate efforts to improve health information in nine priority
areas.

The committee remains willing to continue to participate in
activities leading toward these goals and looks forward to leader-
ship and commitment from others.
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*
TO: State and Areawide

Comprehensive Health
Planning Agencies

FROM; Dr. Myer Herman

DATE: March 8, 1972

SUBJECT: Survey of Patients in Nursing
Homes on December 31, 1970.

Enclosed is a copy of the results of the survey of all patients in
nursing homes on December 31, 1970. This survey was designed to
establish a base file from which length of stay, occupancy rates,
disability index can be determined as the monthly reports on
admitted and discharged patients are processed.

Each facility was asked to report the physical condition of each
patient in the home on the survey date on a special form filling in
ratings for ambulation, feeding, special senses, bowel control,
bladder control and patient behavior. Numerical values are given to
each answer so that a final score or “disability index” between 0
and 22 can be reported for each patient.

For purposes of grouping patients into appropriate levels for
medical care, the disability index is related to the enclosed
mary and to the levels of licensure for long-term care facilities as
follows:

APPENDIX J

MEMORANDUM
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Level of Care needed LTC Licensing Requirement
Disability Index (shown on chart) for Nursing Care

7-22 Level 2 Level I/II
4-6 Level 3 Level 111

1-3 Level 4 Level IV

0 Level 5 No medical care needed.
Could be in special
housing or at home.

A patient with a Disability Index of 5 should probably be in a
Level 111 nursing home. The index is useful for describing the range
of patients in a facility. For example, the 52 patients in the first
nursing home listed had an average group disability of 5.63 which
would be appropriate for a Level 111 long-term care facility which
it is. Three patients, however, need no care, 23 need only residen-
tial care while the 17 more severely disabled patients who constitute
32.69% of the patients in the home hopefully are receiving ade-
quate nursing staff attention.

The disability index is useful as a profile of patients in an area,
as an indication of the need for housing for the elderly and home
health care services, and other supportive home services, as an
indicator of the level of beds needed in an area, and as a check on
the quality of care given and compliance with licensing regulations.

The total 1971 report should be ready in several months.
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Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Division of Medical Care
Bureau of Resource Development
November 23, 1971

Level I IV Beds Existing per Long-Term Facilities Printout dated
11-2-71 Spread in Relation to the Needs of Patients as shown by the
December 31, 1970 Patient Disability Index*

EXISTING BEDS DISTRIBUTEDEXISTING BEDS
111 IV TOTAL I&II 111

2633 4429 1138 8200. 2629 1803 3768 8200
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EXISTING BEDS EXISTING BEDS DISTRIBUTED
"Region Area I&II HI IV TOTAL I I&ll nf W TOTAL'

VIII 1 768 528 96 1392 500 290 602 1392
2 482 525 225 1232 403 227 602 1232
3 491 647 163 1301 433 263 605 1301

TOTAL 1741 1700 484 3925 1336 780 1809 3925

STATE GRAND
"7TAL 18365 21038 6915 46318 15833 9148 21337 46318

%of Total 39.65 45.42 14.93 100.0% 34.18 19.75 46.07 100.0%

�Patients occupying beds licensed as Level IV were not surveyed for
the Patient Disability Index; therefore, this report assumes that
patients occupying Level IV beds are receiving and require Level IV
care.
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